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Gauge theories 
with the lid, partially, off 

A proton will attract an electron 
with the same force whether the 
force is measured under 'normal' 
conditions or in a laboratory raised 
to a high constant potential. The 
theory of electromagnetism, 
historically the first of the gauge 
theories, reflects this since it says 
something only about potential 
differences. This changing of the 
circumstances in which the proton-
electron measurement is carried 
out is one example of a gauge 
transformation and the laws which 
govern the proton-electron 
attraction are said to be gauge 
invariant. 

In the brief coverage of gauge theories 
and their relevance to ' forb idden' 
muon decays, wh ich appeared in our 
March issue, w e did not trace their 
evolut ion in much detail nor did w e do 
just ice to the wo rk of the many 
physicists w h o have part ic ipated in 
their development. This ful ler account 
enables us to fil l in some of the gaps 
and to indicate w h y gauge theories 
h o w have such an impor tant role in 
part icle physics. 

The oldest gauge theory is the 
theory of e lect romagnet ism, wh ich is 
fo rmula ted in terms of the electr ic f ield 
and of the magnet ic f ield obeying Max
wel l ' s equat ions. It is convenient in us
ing the theory to introduce the electric 
potent ia l (and a corresponding vector 
potent ia l for the magnet ic f ield) in 
te rms of wh ich the corresponding 
electr ic f ield is obtained by di f ferent ia
t ion. 

Wh i le the f ields are direct ly ob 
servable, only dif ferences of potent ia l 
have a physical meaning. Therefore the 
equat ions of Maxwel l determine only 
potent ia l dif ferences and not absolute 
values of electric potent ials. Ano ther 
vay to say this is that the equat ions re-

-main invariant if one changes all the 
potent ia ls for example by adding to 
t hem the gradient of an arbitrary 
'gauge' funct ion. Such a change is 
called a gauge t ransformat ion ' and 
Maxwel l ' s equat ions are said to be 
'gauge invariant ' . 

The principle of gauge invariance re
mains valid when considering the in 
teract ion of the e lectromagnet ic f ield 
w i t h charged part icles, such as 
electrons or protons. In that case the 
phase of the wave funct ion of the 
charged part icle must also be changed 
by an amount proport ional to the same 
gauge funct ion. Quite generally gauge 
invariance requires the presence of a 
vector f ield (the gauge field) in the 
theory. 

The w o r d gauge to denote these 
t ransformat ions comes f rom a sugges
t ion once made by Hermann Wey l that 

the change in the electromagnet ic 
potent ia ls should correspond to a 
change in the standard of length, 
wh i ch he assumed could vary f rom 
point to point. This picture is now 
known to be incorrect and Wey l 
himself recognized that the gauge 
t ransformat ions are instead connected 
w i t h changes in the phase of the wave 
funct ions of charged part icles. The 
name, however, stuck and is now used 
to denote any t ransformat ion charac
terized by arbitrary funct ions, as op 
posed to t ransformat ions depending 
on a f in i te number of parameters. A 
rotat ion, for example, wou ld not be cal 
led a gauge t ransformat ion because it 
is characterized by only three 
parameters (three angles). 

Invariance of the laws of physics un 
der t ransformat ions, both of the gauge 
type and of the type depending on a 
f in i te number of parameters, is very 
impor tant . Clearly, it restricts the fo rm 
of the physical laws themselves and 
also makes it possible to deduce all 
sorts of propert ies of the solut ions of 
the equat ions, even w i thou t actual ly 
f inding those solut ions. 

The s imple gauge t ransformat ions 
of e lectrodynamics were generalized in 
1 9 5 4 by Chen Ning Yang and Robert 
Mil ls and, independent ly, by R. Shaw. 
The const i tuents of the a tomic 
nucleus, pro ton and neutron, can be 
considered as t w o possible states of 
the same particle — the nucléon. If 
one neglects relatively weak effects, in 
part icular those due to the electr ic 
charge, protons and neutrons have the 
same interact ions. The equat ions 
governing their behaviour are then in 
variant under a t ransformat ion, called 
an isospin rotat ion, wh ich t ransforms 
the proton into the neutron and vice 
versa. The word spin in isospin is used 
because of the analogy w i th the spin of 
the electron (or of any particle having 
spin one-half) — just as the spin can 
have one of t w o orientat ions, up or 
d o w n , so the isospin is capable of t w o 
or ientat ions, one corresponding to the 

neutron and the other to the proton. 
Yang and Mil ls had the idea that the 

isospin or ientat ion, and therefore the 
parameters of an isospin rotat ion, 
should be a l lowed to depend on posi
t ion and t ime. In other words , they 
made the isospin rotat ions into t rans
fo rmat ions depending upon arbitrary 
funct ions (gauge transformat ions). 
Just as in the case of electro-
magnet i sm, this requires the int roduc
t ion of a potent ia l described by a vector 
gauge f ield. 

In general , per forming t w o rotat ions 
in space one after the other gives a dif
ferent rotat ion as a result, depending 
upon the order in wh ich the t w o ro ta
t ions are per formed; the same is t rue 
for t w o isospin rotat ions. This is 
acknowledged by saying that the 
isospin t ransformat ions fo rm a non-
Abel ian group — in Abel ian groups the 
result is independent of the order. The 
corresponding gauge theory is called a 
non-Abel ian gauge theory. 

There was no immediate f low of 
physics f rom the work of Yang and 
Mil ls but this pioneering contr ibut ion 
has been the start ing point for much of 
the w o r k wh i ch came later, al though 
the present physical interpretat ion of 
wha t Yang and Mil ls were considering 
is somewha t dif ferent. 
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The electromagnetic interaction 
takes place via the exchange of 
gauge particles known as photons. 
They are massless and the 
electromagnetic force therefore has 
infinite range. In the same way, the 
weak interaction is believed to take 
place via the exchange of gauge 
particles known as intermediate 
vector bosons (W+, W~ orZ°). 
However, these should be heavy 
particles (probably about 70 GeV) 
since the weak force has a very 
short range. But if the gauge 
particles have mass, refined 
calculations on the weak 
interaction do not give sensible 
answers. To remedy the situation, 
another type of particle (the so-
called Higgs bosons), has to be 
introduced. Then it is the fact that 
the gauge particles carrying the 
weak interaction (the Ws and Z), 
which are without mass, effectively 
swallow some of the Higgs bosons 
which give them their mass. The 
other Higgs bosons may be 
detected by experiments. 

After the work of Yang and Mills, a 
number of attempts were made at for
mulating a unified theory of weak and 
electromagnetic interactions. The idea 
was not new — the very first weak in
teraction theory, Enrico Fermi's theory 
of beta decay, was based on an 
analogy with electromagnetism. Later, 
this analogy was made even more 
precise by introducing the idea of the 
intermediate boson. In the same way 
that electromagnetic interactions 
between charged particles come out 
as a result of photon exchanges, so 
weak interactions between particles 
could be understood as resulting from 
exchanges of something else (given 
the name intermediate vector boson). 

The main defect of this theory was 
that, although the basic phe
nomenology was correctly described, 
it was impossible to make more refined 
predictions because calculations of, 
higher order corrections resulted in in
finities. This is to be contrasted with 
the theory of electromagnetism, where 
there exists a well defined procedure 
for calculating higher order corrections 
without encountering infinities — t h e 
renormalization method, which allows 
theoretical predictions to be made 
(and verified experimentally) with very 
high accuracy. A striking example is 
that of the CERN measurement of the 
anomalous magnetic moment of the 
muon where agreement between 
theory and experiment is to one part in 
a hundred million. 

The difference between the two 
theories was of a technical nature, but 
very important. The electromagnetic 
theory is a renormalizable theory; the 
weak interaction theory was, at this 
stage, a non-renormalizable theory. 
The natural goal was the formulation 
of a renormalizable unified theory of 
the electromagnetic and the weak in
teractions based on a (non-Abelian) 
gauge principle but, for a long time, it 
was not clear that it could be done. 

Since the weak interactions are 
short range, the exchanged in

termediate vector boson must have 
mass. This is the basic reason for the 
incurable divergences of the theory, 
which gave the infinities in the calcula
tions, and it turned out that a very 
clever trick had to be used in order to 
circumvent the problem. 

In a theory which is strictly gauge in
variant, the vector gauge bosons have 
zero mass. It is now known that such a 
theory is renormalizable, but it took 
many years of very difficult theoretical 
work before this was shown by Gerard 
't Hooft. Among other things, it needed 
the formulation of the correct rules of 
calculation for non-Abelian gauge 
theories, analogous to the Feynman 
rules in electrodynamics. 

Richard Feynman himself dis
covered the first new complication 
which appears in non-Abelian gauge 
theories (and in the theory of 
gravitation) — the need for additional 
diagrams (ghost loops) to guarantee 
unitarity. A host of theoreticians — B. 
De Witt, L. Fadeev, E. Fradkin, S. 
Mandelstam, V. Popov, M. Veltman 
and many others concentrated on 
developing the mathematical for
malism and calculational techniques. 
Gerard't Hooft's successful work was 
especially influenced by that of Martin 
Veltman, who had been working on the 
problem for a long time and who was 
his thesis advisor in Utrecht. Later his 
results were elucidated and formalized 
by B.W. Lee, A. Slavnov, J.C. Taylor, J. 
Zinn-Justin, and others. 

These important mathematical 
developments can be applied to the 
case when the vector gauge bosons 
have mass as in the weak interactions 
because the mass of the bosons can be 
generated through a spontaneous 
breaking of the gauge symmetry by the 
so-called Higgs mechanism. This pos
sibility was described in the work of P. 
Higgs, P. Anderson, R. Brout, F. Englert, 
G. Guralnik, C. Hagen, T. Kibble, and 
others. 

It turns out that the spontaneous 
breaking of the symmetry does not 

spoil the renormalizability of the 
theory. The masses of the vector 
bosons are related to other parameters 
of the weak interaction theory and, in 
the present models, they come out in 
the 50 to 100 GeV range. These parti
cles are among the tantalizing fruits 
which are expected to fall to the next 
generation of high energy machines. 

Before the mathematical methods 
had been fully developed and renor
malizability demonstrated, Steven 
Weinberg and Abdus Salam came up, 
in 1967 and 1968, with their now 
famous model which links the in
termediate vector bosons with the 
photon, bringing the electromagnetic 
and weak interactions under one 
umbrella. The Weinberg-Salam model 
is the culmination of the work of many 
people, notably J. Schwinger, S. 
Glashow, S. Bludman, and J. Ward. 
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Combining the ideas of gauge 
particles and of Higgs bosons 
enables sensible calculations to be 
made for the weak interaction in an 
analogous way to the 
electromagnetic interaction. 
Through the introduction of the 
quark model, the unified picture of 
the weak and the electromagnetic 
interactions can be applied to the 
strongly interacting particles, the 
hadrons. Such seemingly disparate 
phenomena as an electric spark, the 
swing of a compass needle, the 
radioactive decay of a nucleus, 
features of the burning of the sun... 
all can then be explained by the 
same theory. 

Sheldon Glashow, for instance, had 
almost been there some years before, 
but his model was lacking the ideas on 
spontaneous symmetry breaking, 
which Weinberg, Salam and Ward fed 
in. 

Originally, the model described only 
the weak and electromagnetic interac
tions of leptons (the electron and its 
neutrino, the muon and its neutrino) 
end it was not known how to extend it 
to include the interactions of the 
hadrons (the strongly interacting parti
cles). Eventually, this became clear 
after Glashow, J. Iliopoulos and L. 
Maiani showed that the properties of 
the weak and electromagnetic cur
rents of the hadrons could be correctly 
described in a model with four quarks 
(the so-called GIM mechanism). With 
the inclusion of the GIM picture, the 
Weinberg-Salam model became very 
fruitful. It forecast the existence of the 
neutral current type of weak interac
tion, which was later discovered by the 
Gargamelle collaboration at CERN, and 
its validity has been further rubbed 
home by the discovery of the J/psi par
ticle at Brookhaven and Stanford and 
by the subsequent bonanza of excited 
states and charmed particles. 

At the time, in the late 60s, 
Weinberg and Salam did not have the 
mathematical formalism needed to 
show that their model was renor

malizable (although they suspected 
that everything would be all right). 
Because of this, the initial Salam-
Weinberg ideas lay dormant for some 
time. It was only after't Hooft's work 
on renormalization became known 
that interest welled up again. 

An important contribution was 
made by C. Bouchiat, J. Iliopoulos and 
P. Meyer and by D. Gross and R. 
Jackiw, who showed that certain par
ticularly disagreeable infinities (those 
due to the so-called triangle anomalies 
of S. Adler, J. Bell and R. Jackiw) could 
be cancelled between leptons and 
quarks. 

So here, at last, was a complete pic
ture of weak interactions which was 
renormalized and could in principle al
low the calculation of any physical 
quantity. Then came the discovery of 
neutral currents and since then gauge 
theorists have hardly had time to look 
back. Models based on spontaneously 
broken gauge invariance have 
mushroomed into a major industry. 

Gauge theory ideas can be applied 
to any force field, gravitational, 
electromagnetic, weak or strong and 
therefore hold out the promise of unify
ing our conception of all the forces in 
Nature. With renormalizability clearly 
established, calculations can be made 
to any level of accuracy. The language 
of gauge theories is flexible enough to 
accommodate all the experimental 
surprises of recent years. 

At the moment, the burning topic is 
the prediction that the weak interac
tions are mediated by the charged vec
tor bosons — W + and W" for charged 
current interactions and the Z° for 
neutral current interactions — with 
masses in the 70 GeV region. Every 
proposal for the next generation of ac
celerators or storage rings has the 
finding of these bosons as one of the 
major physics justifications. 

It is a criterion of a good theory that 
it not only absorbs the knowledge 
which has already been gathered in ex
periments but also predicts what 

future experiments should find. Varia
tions of the gauge theory can move the 
W and Z masses from 70 GeV but they 
should not be far away. Their dis
covery, which should take place within 
the next ten years, will be crowning 
glory of more than two decades of 
work in high energy physics theory. If 
they do not exist the present 
theoretical picture is definitely wrong. 

On the other hand, a renormalizable 
gauge theory implies much more. For 
instance, all present models require 
the existence of scalar particles, 
responsible for the spontaneous sym
metry breaking, the so-called Higgs 
mesons. However difficult it may be 
experimentally, they, or a suitable 
theoretically acceptable alternative, 
must also be found before we can say 
that the present picture is correct. 

The Higgs bosons are the origin of 
'spontaneous symmetry breaking'. 
Abdus Salam has a personal picture 
to communicate this abstruse 
concept. Imagine a banquet where 
guests sit at round tables. A bird's 
eye view of the scene presents total 
symmetry, with serviettes 
alternating with people around 
each table. A person could equally 
well take a serviette from his right 
or from his left. The symmetry is 
spontaneously broken when one 
guest decides to pick up from his 
left and every one else follows suit. 
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Leptons at Hamburg 

The 1977 International Sympos ium on 
Lepton and Photon Interact ions at 
High Energies w a s held f rom 2 5 - 3 1 
Augus t in the Congress Centre at H a m 
burg. The sympos ium w a s sponsored 
by IUPAP, the German Research 
Min is t ry BMFT, the ci ty of Hamburg , 
and DESY, and at t racted 5 0 0 
physicists f rom more than th i r ty 
countr ies. It was excellently organized 
by DESY and in part icular by G. Weber 
and G. Flugge. 

The Conference opened w i t h the 
latest results f rom electron-posi t ron 
col l id ing beam physics wh ich con 
sol idate the amazing series of dis
coveries made in the past couple of 
years. Particularly impor tant for the 
charm model was the discovery of the 
long awai ted F meson by the DASP 
group on DORIS at DESY some weeks 
before the Conference (see August is
sue, page 2 3 5 ) . Another impor tant d is
covery was that of the psi resonance at 
3 .772 GeV by the DELCO and SLAC / 

LBL (Leadglass) groups on SPEAR at 
SLAC. Because this resonance is just 
above threshold for charm product ion 
it nearly a lways decays into DD and so 
provides an a lmost background free 
source of D mesons — a happy cir
cumstance wh i ch has already been ex
ploi ted by the SLAC/LBL group w h o 
reported on many propert ies of the D 
mesons. 

Direct electron product ion con
t inues to provide a key to the new 
physics in electron-posi t ron annihi la
t ions. This was demonstrated 
beaut i ful ly by the results on inclusive 
electron product ion of the DELCO 
group. By looking at the product ion of 
an electron plus mul t iprongs they have 
been able to d raw the most detai led 
map yet of charm product ion. 

Any ment ion of direct lepton 
product ion leads quickly to the other 
outs tanding result of the past few 
years — the discovery of the heavy 
lepton, tau. All the evidence for the ex-

At the end of August the Congress Centre in 
Hamburg was the scene of the 1977 
International Symposium on Lepton and 
Photon Interactions at High Energies. 

istence of the tau comes f rom such 
observat ions. Mar t in Perl gave an in
spir ing review of the experimental 
s i tuat ion showing that all experiments 
that should see a tau signal, do see one 
and w i t h more or less the propert ies 
expected of a sequential heavy lepton. 
He emphasized, however, that whi le it 
is possible w i t h existing data to ex
clude certain types of lepton, it is going 
to be very di f f icul t to pin d o w n the 
parameters of the tau precisely. 

In the past year particularly impor
tant evidence came f rom the eleetron-
muon events of the PLUTO group on 
DORIS and more recently f rom the 
SLAC/LBL (Leadglass) group. The 
events are very clean w i th only a small 
contaminat ion f rom charm particle 
sources. Further impor tant evidence 
was the electron m o m e n t u m spect rum 
of the t w o prong events f rom the DASP 
group. 

The Conference heard about a 
number of tentat ive measurements of 
some tau decay branching ratios. 
A m o n g these w a s the possible iden
t i f icat ion by the PLUTO group of the 
decay into the A 1 meson and neutr ino, 
w i t h the A 1 decaying into a rho and a 
pion, wh ich was supported by 
prel iminary results f rom SLAC/LBL. It 
is amusing to note that these data are 
also among the f irst observations of 
the A 1 and show that Sakurai w a s r ight 
when he suggested looking, long 
before the discovery of the tau , for the 
A 1 in heavy lepton decays. 

The only c loud in the picture at the 
momen t is a discrepancy in the pion 
decay rate as measured by the DASP 
group but the stat ist ics are small and it 
is obviously of the u tmost importance 
to repeat th is exper iment since the 
val idi ty of standard weak interact ion 
theory is at stake. 

A t ten t ion in the f ield of neutr ino in 
teract ions was , of course, focused on 
the quest ion of the existence or non
existence of the so-called high y 
anomaly (see August issue, page 2 4 4 ) . 
The evidence that the HPWF group 
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A welcome buffet in the open air at the end of a 
tour of the DORIS and PETRA storage rings at 
DESY. 

gathered in 1974 and 1975 at Fer-
milab of an excess of events in an-
t ineutr ino charged current interactions 
at large lepton energy transfers (high y) 
and high energies had caused a major 
stir. The simplest explanation required 
the existence of a f i f th quark w i th a 
right handed coupling to the weak cur
rent which does not f i t easily into the 
otherwise successful theory of weak 

^interactions. 
The first results published earlier 

this year by the CDHS experiment at 
CERN showed no high y anomaly and 
results f rom other experiments at Fer-
milab (CITF) and CERN (BEBC) were 
therefore of particular interest. Neither 
group can exclude the possibility of a 
slight energy dependence in the ratio 
of the neutrino to antineutr ino charged 
current total cross sections and in the 
sea quark fraction (B) but neither group 
sees an effect anything like as large as 
that seen in the HPWF experiment. 

Al l groups summarized the in
terpretat ion of their results as being 
compatible w i th the standard weak in
teraction four quark scheme w i th 
perhaps some evidence for breaking of 

(scale invariance w i th a magnitude 
comparable to that seen in deep in
elastic electron and muon scattering. 

Still w i th neutrinos — in addit ion to 
the original observation by the HPWF 
group, di lepton events have now been 
seen in the CERN counter experiment 
(CDHS) and the BEBC bubble chamber 
experiments and in the other neutrino 
experiments at Fermilab. The rates of 
di lepton production are compat ib le 
w i th each other and wi th the expecta
t ions of models based on charm 
product ion and decay. 

The status of t r imuon product ion is 
unchanged. HPWF have now collected 
twelve events, other experiments have 
a few examples but are not yet in a 
position to confirm the observation. 
What was rather surprising was the 
absence of any further t r imuon results 
from the CDHS experiment at CERN — 
the group could report that t r imuon 

candidates have been seen and that 
data taking and analysis continue. 

The discussion session on neutrino 
physics was dominated by the con
frontat ion between the HPWF and 
CDHS experiments — high y seems to 
incite high plood pressure. Despite 
somet imes heated exchanges, the un
derstanding of the high y discrepancy 
was not much advanced. Obvious 
questions were whether the dis
crepancy exists in the measured data, 
as far as it can be compared, and if so 
how much and whether the analysis 
procedures employed can enhance or 
suppress a possible effect. 

These points were taken up by Barry 
Barish in his summary talk on neutrino 
results. He emphasized how difficult 
neutrino experiments are and in par
ticular how errors can multiply due to 
the inherent poor resolution of the ap
paratus. He showed that although the 
y distr ibutions f rom the CDHS and 
HPWF experiments agree qualitatively, 
f i ts to determine the antiquark B 
parameter differ by factors of 2 or 3. 
Drawing together the results of all rele
vant experiments he declared that 
there is no high y anomaly. 

The remaining experimental results 
on the once dominant themes of 
electron production and photoproduc
t ion were dealt w i th in a single morn
ing. New information was presented 
on the magnitude of scale breaking 
f rom the experiments at Fermilab and 
further interesting work remains to be 

done in this f ield. Another thorny ques
t ion, of perhaps less fundamental im 
portance, is that of the precise q 2 

dependence of the nuclear shadowing 
effect. 

The evidence for the new vector 
meson at about 1100 MeV found in 
the Bethe-Heitler interference experi
ment at DESY has improved. There are 
also indications of more states at 
higher energies and it wi l l be in
teresting to see how these results tie in 
w i th the many possible new states 
found below 3 GeV in the electron-
positron coll iding beam experiments 
reported to the Conference f rom the 
groups at Adone in Frascati and DCI in 
Orsay. 

A week-end break was devoted to 
lighter pursuits, al lowing t ime for a 
proper digestion of the experimental 
results before the theoretical papers of 
the second half of the Conference. A 
tour of DESY st imulated a good ap
petite for a very pleasant buffet and an 
excursion by special train to Lubeck 
and the Baltic coast provided a most 
relaxing day. 

Business started again w i th the 
most exciting and important result of 
all. Leon Lederman, in a characteristic 
talk, presented the results of the ex
periment at Fermilab showing a clear 
enhancement at 9.5 GeV (see August 
issue, page 223 ) . This has now been 
resolved into t w o narrow peaks and 
rough estimates give the mass of 
Upsilon as 9.4 GeV and Upsilon prime 
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Getting away from it all. The Conference 
participants took an excursion to the Baltic sea 
and are pictured leaving their special train at the 
old Hansestadt Lu beck for a sightseeing tour. 

(Photos DESY) 

as 10 GeV. W i t h the demise of the high 
y anomaly in ant ineutr ino charged cur
rent scat ter ing, the Upsilons are n o w 
provid ing the most provocat ive ind ica
t ion that there are more than four types 
of quark in nature. The results f rom the 
f irst e lectron-posi t ron machine to 
reach the 9.5 GeV energy region wi l l 
be eagerly awai ted ! 

An interest ing change f rom the 
usual fare at high energy meet ings w a s 
an elegant report by Patrick Sandars 
on the exper iments looking for w e a k 
interference effects in a tomic t rans i 
t ions. The exper iments are min iatures 
by high energy physics standards but 
extremely sensit ive; t o quote Sandars, 
'A f ingerpr int in the w r o n g place can 
produce a bigger opt ical rotat ion than 
We inberg and Salam combined ' . 

The only exper imental groups suf
f ic ient ly advanced to be able to present 
results were f rom Wash ing ton (Seat
tle) and Oxford looking for opt ical ro ta
t ion in b ismuth vapour. Both f ind a null 
result which is of the order of six stand
ard deviat ions f rom the expected 
rotat ion assuming the standard 
Weinberg-Sa lam theory. However , 
Sandars emphasized that the calcula
t ion involves a non-tr iv ial a tomic 
physics part wh i ch , a l though very 
careful ly done, may ignore certa in 
many-body effects. 

A t t e m p t s to understand these are in 
progress and prel iminary results in 
dicate that the expected rotat ion may 
be reduced by up to a factor of t w o . 

This is still not enough to remove the 
d isagreement w i t h theory and the 
fai lure to observe parity v io lat ion in 
these a tomic physics measurements 
remains the biggest c loud in part icle 
physics at present. Further experi
ments looking for weak interference 
effects in hydrogen are in progress. 

The theoret ical sessions were 
domina ted by gauge theories, quan
t u m chromodynamics (QCD) and quark 
models. A m o n g many excellent talks, 
Steve Weinberg gave a breathtaking 
overv iew of the status of gauge 
theor ies in weak interact ions. He 
showed h o w the requirements of 
general ized gauge invariance and 
renormal izabi l i ty already restrict the 
possible theor ies very considerably 
and h o w many crit ical exper iments 
already in progress in atomic, nuclear 
and part icle physics wi l l be able to 
define the structure of the correct 
theory very closely. He ended w i t h a 
tantal is ing gl impse of how a 
superuni f ied theory might look and 
how w e may be able to see a shadow 
of its st ructure at accelerator energies. 

Mos t other speakers concerned 
themselves w i t h compar isons of the 
data w i t h the expectat ions of var ious 
quark models and the correct ions to be 
expected on the basis of QCD calcula
t ions. The basic agreement w a s 
impressive but a f ew problems remain 
— the pseudo-scalar states in char-
m o n i u m , a theory to accommodate all 
results bear ing on the structure of the 

weak interact ions, the compat ib i l i ty of 
the var ious a t tempts to determine the 
running coupl ing constant in QCD, to 
say noth ing of where to f i t the tau 
lepton in ! 

The Conference closed w i t h some 
looks into the fu ture. Pief Panofsky and 
Herwig Schopper were concerned w i t h 
the immedia te fu ture in the fo rm of the 
PEP and PETRA storage rings respec
t ively. The const ruc t ion of PETRA is 
wel l up to schedule and col l iding 
beams are expected before the end of 
1 9 7 8 . Despite rumours to the contrary, 
even SLAC cannot bui ld accelerators 
overn ight and PEP is expected to be 
available for physics at the earliest in 
October 1 9 7 9 . John DeWire and Leon 
Van Hove then looked a litt le fur ther 
into the fu ture at the plans for CESR 
storage rings at Cornell and the ECFA 
recommended very high energy 
e lect ron-posi t ron faci l i ty for Europe. 

The f inal talk was by J.D. Bjorken 
w h o took a bold leap into the dark and 
speculated about h o w things might 
look in ten or twen t y years' t ime. He 
pointed out tha t there is ample 
evidence f r om cosmic ray physics in 
the mul t i -TeV region of interest ing ef
fects and events w h i c h cannot be ex
plained by extrapolat ions f rom existing 
accelerator data (see page 2 8 9 ) . 
Otherwise his dominan t theme w a s 
the understanding of the weak interac
t ions. Someth ing interest ing must 
happen in the region of 1 0 0 GeV 
where the weak and the 
e lect romagnet ic interact ions become 
equal in s t rength . In part icular, if t h e Z ° 
exists and can be produced as a free 
state in e lect ron-pos i t ron annih i la
t ions, it w i l l provide an unrival led 
source of in format ion on all the in 
terest ing effects that one expects in 
gauge theor ies. 
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Around the Laboratories 

BERKELEY 
TPC faci l i ty 
for PEP 

A large, sophist icated detec tor based 
on the new technique known as the 
T ime Project ion Chamber (TPC) has 
been chosen as one of the f irst ex
per imenta l faci l i t ies for the e lect ron-
posi t ron machine, PEP. This detector , 
whose cost is 10 mil l ion dol lars, is be
ing built at Berkeley and wi l l be ready 
for PEP in late 1979 or early 1 9 8 0 . 

The central e lement is the TPC, 
developed at LBL by David Nygren and 
coworkers , wh ich can provide excel
lent pat tern recognit ion and charged 
part icle ident i f icat ion of electrons, 
pions, kaons and protons over large 
sol id angles, even in high mul t ip l ic i ty 
events. In addi t ion, a mul t ip la te l iquid 
argon calor imeter measures the 
energy and direct ion of g a m m a rays, 
and muons are ident i f ied by their 
penetrat ion of an iron hadron absorber. 
The detector wi l l thus have excep
t ional ly broad sensit ivi ty in the search 
^for new phenomena opened up by the 
higher energy of PEP. 

The TPC is a large vo lume cyl indrical 
drif t chamber (2 m long, 2 m diameter) 
wh i ch provides three d imensional 
spatial data, by using proport ional 
w i res to read out the t w o coordinates 
or thogonal to the dri f t d i rect ion, and 
t im ing in format ion to determine pos i 
t ions along the drift d i rect ion. It covers 
about 9 5 % of 4 n steradians solid 
angle, sits in a 1.5T solenoidal 
magnet ic f ie ld, and is f i l led w i t h a mix
ture of 8 0 % argon and 2 0 % methane 
at a pressure of up to 10 atmospheres. 
An electric f ield of 1 5 k V / m is 
generated in each half of the cyl inder, 
parallel to the magnet ic f ie ld. Charged 
part icles wh ich traverse the cyl inder 
ionize the gas a long their t rajector ies 
and the ionization electrons drift 
t owards sense wi res in the endcaps. 

The drif t t ime f rom the posi t ion 

where the electrons are l iberated to 
the w i res is measured and, using the 
known dri f t veloci ty (about 7 cm/us) , 
the coordinates of up to 192 points on 
the t ra jectory (there are 192 sense 
wires) can be calculated, each w i t h a 
resolut ion of 2 m m . This can be done 
for many densely spaced trajectories in 
the chamber, because the drift t ime to 
a sense w i re is measured w i t h a charge 
coupled device — an analogue shift 
register that can store the pulse height 
in format ion f rom up to 4 5 5 hits on 
each w i re , thus effectively div id ing up 
the vo lume of the TPC into many small 
subvolumes. Since 192 good points 
are measured for most trajector ies, it 
should be easy to sort out all the tracks 
in a complex jet- l ike mul t ihadronic 
event, even w i t h synchrotron radiat ion 
or beam induced background present. 

Twelve of the radially spaced sense 
w i res in each endcap have the cathode 
plane locally segmented into square 
pads (8 m m x 8 mm) under each wi re . 

A schematic representation of the Time 
Projection Chamber which is being developed 
at Berkeley for use on the PEP colliding beams. 
Electrons, liberated in the cylindrical drift 
chamber volume by the passage of charged 
particles, drift to end-cap wires and the signals 
which are picked up can be interpreted to give 
spatial and time coordinates and provide 
particle identification. 

The determinat ion of the posi t ion of 
the induced pulses on these cathode 
pads, wh i ch are at a known radial dis
tance, thus gives the radial and 
azimuthal coordinates of twelve points 
on each trajectory. Since the 
solenoidal f ield bends the tracks in a 
plane parallel to the endcaps, this in 
fo rmat ion gives the m o m e n t u m of the 
part icles. The ampl i tude of the pulses 
induced on the cathode pads varies as 
the solid angle subtended f rom the 
point on the sense wire where the 
track segment has fal len. It has been 
veri f ied exper imental ly that the centre 
of this d is t r ibut ion can be found w i t h 
an accuracy of 1 5 0 u m . This results in 
a m o m e n t u m resolut ion of about 0.7 % 
x P (GeV/c) at high momenta . 

The f ield not only serves to bend the 
part icles for m o m e n t u m measure
ment , but also suppresses transverse 
di f fusion of the electrons as they dri f t 
t owards the endcaps. This helps to ob 
ta in a resolut ion compet i t ive w i t h dri f t 
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chambers even over a metre of dri f t . 
The TPC thus provides three d imen 

sional in format ion — radial ( f rom the 
pat tern of w i res hit), azimuthal ( f rom 
the pulses on the cathode segments) 
and along the drift d irect ion (from the 
t ime at wh ich the in format ion appears 
on the wires). It does not face the 
serious prob lem of unscrambl ing 
t rack ing ambigui t ies encountered in 
convent ional systems of w i re c h a m 
bers. 

The ionization electrons are also 
used to measure the energy loss 
(dE/dx) of the part icle in the gas. Since 
this loss depends on the part icle 
veloci ty, the measurement can be 
used, together w i th the m o m e n t u m 
measurement , to determine the mass 
and thus identi fy the part icle. 

The energy loss of a part icle in a th in 
layer of material has enormous f luc
tua t ions — the so-cal led 'Landau tai l ' 
wh i ch results f rom the spect rum of 
delta rays produced in passing th rough 
the mater ia l . These f luc tuat ions make 
a high resolut ion measurement of 
energy loss impossible w i t h a single 
sample and the key to achieving high 
resolut ion is to take many independent 
samples. This is achieved in the TPC 
because each of the 192 wi res in the 
endcaps is used to sample the 
electrons f rom each track; the gas is at 
10 atmospheres to ensure that each 
sample has an adequate number of 
ionizat ion electrons. The Landau tail 
can be el iminated by using, for exam

ple, only the 5 0 % of the smallest 1 92 
energy loss samples. Wi th this s imple 
a lgor i thm, it has been exper imental ly 
veri f ied that a resolution in dE/dx of 
2 % or less can be obtained w i t h the 
TPC geometry . 

W i t h such a good resolut ion in 
dividual electrons, pions, kaons and 
protons over a m o m e n t u m range f rom 
100 MeV/c to greater than 15 GeV/c 
can be ident i f ied. This can be done for 
all the part ic les in complex, mu l t ipar t i -
cle events using the pulse height infor
mat ion f rom each wire. 

A system of drif t chambers comple 
ments the TPC. Four concentr ic 
cyl indrical dr i f t chambers immediate ly 
outs ide the beam pipe, at the inner 
radius of the TPC, serve as the t r igger 
e lement by def ining a radially directed 
track. A cylindrical drif t chamber ou t 
side the TPC fo rms a coincidence w i t h 
the inner chamber signal to reduce the 
background rate. 

The 1.5T f ield is generated by a 
superconduct ing solenoid, wh ich has 
only 0 .44 radiat ion lengths total of 
mater ial (measured radially). It con 
tains a low resistance a lumin ium bore 
tube, closely coupled induct ively to the 
superconduct ing coi l , wh ich is used as 
an energy dump during a magnet 
quench. The coil has 2 0 0 0 turns of 
superconduct ing wire (1.7 m m x 
1.6 mm) wh ich carries a current of 
about 2 0 0 0 A . Refrigeration is via a 
cool ing tube wrapped around the coi l , 
c i rculat ing l iquid hel ium mixed w i t h 

gaseous hel ium. The uni formi ty of the 
f ield inside the TPC is very good — the 
radial componen t is less than 0.1 % of 
the axial f ield and wi l l be reduced to 
0.01 % w i t h sh imming and use of room 
temperature correct ion coils. The 
magnet yoke we ighs about 2 2 0 tons 
and is used as part of the muon detec
tor. 

The energy and direct ion of g a m m a 
rays are measured in a l iquid argon 
calor imeter w h i c h covers 9 5 % of 4 n 
steradians wh i le still being of 
moderate size (and thus reasonable 
cost) , because of the compact size of 
the TPC. There are three calor imeters 
— t w o at tached to the pole faces of 
the magnet and a cyl indrical 
calor imeter s i tuated just outside the 
superconduct ing coil . The cyl indrical 
calor imeter has a d iameter of about 
2.5 m and a length of 3.8 m, and the 
planar units are rings having an inner 
d iameter of 0 . 4 m and an outer 
d iameter of 1.8 m. Each calor imeter 
has a tota l of 18.7 radiat ion lengths in 
5 4 al ternat ing layers of metal and l i 
quid argon. To min imize ambigui t ies 
and maximize stereo in format ion, the 
col lector str ips are deployed at three 
stereo angles, 1 2 0 ° apart, and alter
nate regularly. Whi le most of the co l 
lector str ips are 3 . 0 c m wide , there is 
an inner layer of 1 .5cm strips, so that 
about 9 8 % of the photons are located 
before signi f icant spreading of the 
cascades has taken place. Regardless 
of the mater ial izat ion point, the posi -
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Side view of the TPC configuration as it will be 
installed on PEP. It has the experiment number 
PEP-4 and will be integrated with an 
experiment, PEP-9, to measure two photon 
processes. The locations of the different 
elements of the TPC facility can be seen. 

t ion resolut ion ranges f rom 4.5 m m for 
low energy photons (about 1 0 0 M e V ) 
to 1.5 m m for energies over 1 GeV. The 
energy resolut ion is 9 % ( 1 / E ) 0 , 5 5 , w i t h 
E in units of GeV. 

Ident i f icat ion of low m o m e n t u m 
muons is done using dE/dx in the TPC, 
wh i le at higher momen ta they are 
ident i f ied by their abil i ty to penetrate a 
th ick iron absorber wh i ch surrounds 
the TPC and the photon calor imeter. 
The iron ( including the magnet yoke) is 
1 m thick, result ing in a hadron 'punch 
th rough ' probably of only 1 %. Propor
t ional chambers detect the muon after 
the iron w i t h a spatial resolut ion of 
1 cm . 

The TPC Facility wi l l be able to 
detect and study in detai l many of the 
phenomena expected at PEP interac
t ion energies. Members of the TPC co l 
laborat ion are W.C. Carithers, 0 . 
Chamber la in, A.R. Clark, 0 . Dahl, P.H. 
Eberhard, D. Fancher, L Galt ieri , M. 
Garnjost, R.W. Kenney, S.C. Loken, L.T. 
Kerth, R.J. Madaras, P. Mar t in , D.R. 
Nygren (spokesman), P. Oddone, M. 
Pripstein, P. Robrish, M. Ronan, G. 
Shapiro, M.L. Stevenson, M. Strovink, 

| M . Urban and W. Wenzel f rom 
Berkeley; C D . Buchanan, J .M. 
Hauptman, W.E. Slater, D.H. Stork and 
H.K. Ticho f rom Cali fornia-Los 
Angeles; J.N. Marx (deputy 
spokesman), P. Nemethy and M.E. Zel-
ler f rom Yale; W. Gorn, A. Kernan, J . 
Layter and B. Shen f rom Cal i fornia-
Riverside; and B.A. Barnett, C.-Y. 
Chien, L. Mandansky, J.A.J. Ma t t hews 
and A. Pevsner f rom Johns-Hopkins. 

CERN 
Stil l greater 
accuracy f rom M W P C s 

Further studies on the abil i t ies of 
mu l t iw i re proport ional chambers in
dicate that the local isat ion of ionizing 
radiat ion in space can be achieved 
w i t h an accuracy of around 3 0 urn (or 

Diagram representing the method of extracting 
accurate two dimensional information from a 
multiwire proportional chamber. The avalanche 
initiated by the passage of a charged particle 
reaches the anode wire, a, giving a negative 
signal. Neighbouring wires, b and c, and the 
strips of the cathode planes, x and y, receive 
positive signals from the ions moving away 
from the anode wire. Measuring the signal 
heights makes it possible to calculate the 
'centre of gravity' or point of origin of the 
avalanche with great accuracy. 

better for heavily ionising particles). 
These results came f rom a simple 
system and it is possible to use a single 
sense w i re plane, together w i t h signals 
f rom cathode wi res, in the col lect ion of 
t w o dimensional informat ion w i t h a 
t ime resolut ion of 3 0 ns. 

Since the initial development of 
mul t iw i re proport ional chambers by 
the group of Georges Charpak at CERN 
in 1 9 6 8 , they have come into very 
widespread use in high energy and 

Letters 1.5 mm high and 50 \im wide were cut 
in a copper mask and irradiated with 1.5 keV 
X-rays while centred over an anode wire of a 
multiwire proportional chamber. This image 
was obtained via the signals generated from the 
avalanches, which were all produced around 
this single wire, using the 'centre of gravity' 
technique on the signals detected on the 
cathode wires and the neighbouring anode 
wires. Conventional techniques would have 
recorded a single line corresponding to the 
anode wire position. The 'centre of gravity' 
technique gives a continuous image despite the 
fact that the letter height is less than the 
spacing of the anode wires. 

nuclear physics. They are also begin
ning to have interest ing appl icat ions in 
solid state physics and biomedical 
research. They offer the possibil i t ies of 
good spatial resolut ion, a lmost con 
t inuous sensit iv i ty, mult ipart ic le detec
t ion and (in special systems) t w o 
d imensional read-out and the detec
t ion of neutral particles. 

In most of the existing chambers the 
accuracy w i t h wh i ch the particle pos i 
t ion can be located is dictated by the 

Z 
/ / / / / / o * 

O C " \ f 
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A heavy target, nicknamed STAC, will be used 
in the large spectrometer for the study of muon-
nuc/eon scattering in the North Area of the SPS 
by the European Muon Collaboration. It has 
been built and successfully tested in an electron 
beam at DESY and is now being tested in an 
SPS hadron beam in the West Hall. It consists 
of 26 ironlscintillator sandwich elements to 
measure the energy which the 280 GeV 
primary muon looses during its interaction in 
the target. 

(Photo CERN 358.6.77) 

spacing of the wi res in the anode plane 
w h i c h receive the electron avalanche 
ini t iated by the part icle in the gas f i l l ing 
the chamber. For practical reasons as
sociated w i t h str inging th in w i res over 
large chambers, this accuracy is usual
ly of the order of a f ew mi l l imetres. The 
dri f t chamber, wh ich is a var iant of the 
M W P C conceived by the same group 
in their early work , can improve th is ac
curacy in one d imension to some tens 
of microns by measur ing the t ime 
taken for a signal to reach the anode 
sense wi re . 

Several Laboratories, part icular ly 
Berkeley and Oak Ridge, have worked 
on the possibi l i ty of achieving t w o 
d imensional in format ion f r om a 
M W P C . One technique is the clever 
use of signals f rom the cathode plane 
w h i c h eventual ly receives the pulse in 
duced by the posit ive ions generated 
around the anode w i re receiving the 
electron avalanche. The ions move 
away f rom the anode plane and dis
t r ibute pulses on the wires or str ips of 
the cathode plane. By measur ing the 
'centre of gravi ty ' of the d ist r ibut ion it 
is possible to est imate where the 
avalanche or ig inated. Crossed cathode 
str ips on the t w o sides al low a t w o 
d imensional detect ion abil i ty that is 
part icular ly useful for neutral radiat ion 
(neutrons. X-rays and gammas) , since 
they produce electrons wh ich may not 
have enough energy to traverse 
several chambers. Such MWPCs are 
beginning to f ind appl icat ions in 
medic ine and biology. 

The latest work at CERN has at
t emp ted to push the technique of 
'centre of gravi ty ' measurement to its 
l imits. Using modest ly priced ampl i 
f iers it was found that a 'gate' of 3 0 ns 
w a s suff ic ient to provide enough infor
mat ion to give excellent t w o -
d imensional accuracy. This sets the 
t ime resolut ion of 3 0 ns. Gases were 
chosen to give moderate ampl i f icat ion 
(argon or xenon, w i t h isobutane and 
methy la l , w i t h and w i thou t freon). This 
avoids loss of precision wh ich can 

result f rom saturat ion due to space 
charge w h e n using the 'magic gas'. 

The achieved spatial precisions are 
about 3 0 urn for soft X-rays (1.5 keV) 
and this l imit is set by features of the 
physical phenomena wh ich are hap
pening in the chamber (such as the 
path lengths of photoelectrons). Work 
is in progress to measure the accuracy 
obtainable for m in imum ionizing par t i 
cles. For heavily ionizing part icles, the 
s i tuat ion should be even better and 
precisions of a few microns may be 
feasible depending more on the as
sociated electronics. 

Mu l t iw i re proport ional chambers 
w i th parameters pushed to these 
levels of accuracy wi l l have impor tant 
appl icat ions in high energy physics, 
since they provide resolut ions equi 
valent to dri f t chambers (wi th a resolu
t ion t ime better by an order of 
magni tude) , and in X-ray imaging. 
Some chambers built at CERN are be
ing used at the synchrotron radiat ion 

faci l i ty, LURE, on the electron-posi t ron 
storage ring DCI at Orsay (see October 
7 6 , page 3 5 0 ). They plan to study pro
teins and viruses w i th exposure t imes a 
factor of a thousand d o w n on conven
t ional detectors (reducing the risk of 
damage to molecular structures) wh i le 
giv ing better qual i ty images. 

Channel l ing our 
energies 
Channel l ing — the effect of d i rect ion 
on the propagat ion of particle beams 
th rough crystals — is usually studied 
only at low energies (typically around 1 
MeV). An exper iment on channel l ing in 
the GeV energy range at the CERN 2 8 
GeV proton synchrot ron, therefore, 
needed a special col laborat ion of 
physicists ( f rom Aarhus, CERN and 
Strasbourg) to provide the necessary 
expertise in both high energy and 
channel l ing techniques. The skills and 
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knowledge of part icle and solid state 
physicists complemented each other 

^excellently in a first invest igat ion at 
high energies. Some promis ing sp in
off appl icat ions have become apparent 
and the exper iment is cont inu ing. 

W h e n a low energy (MeV) beam of 
posit ively charged part icles is shone on 
a crystal, the incident part ic les, in 
general, pick their way round the 
a toms in the target in a more or less 
random way. However, if the beam 
comes in at a glancing angle to one of 
the principal axes of the crystal, an in 
cident particle effect ively sees str ings 
of connected atoms. Interact ion w i t h 
this str ing gives many small m o m e n 
t u m transfers f rom a large number of 
a toms to the particle and it is thereby 
gent ly steered away. The part icle 
emerges w i th essential ly an unaltered 
angle to the str ing a l though its 
azimuthal angle may be changed. 

A c o m m o n misunderstanding in 
channel l ing is that part icles may be 

t rapped in a tube, for example, 
be tween four str ings in a cubic latt ice. 
This has led some people to hope that 
channel l ing could be exploited to bend 
high energy beams by transmission 
through a bent crystal. Actual ly, chan
nelled particles are free to move nearly 
everywhere, w i th the exception of the 
smal l forb idden areas around the 
str ings. 

Channel l ing sets in when the inci
dent angle to the atomic str ings is 
be low a crit ical angle wh ich depends 
on both crystal type and energy. 
Typical ly the crit ical angle is of the 
order of a degree for low energy chan
nel l ing but only a fract ion of a mi l l i ra-
dian for GeV particles. 

To complete the picture it should be 
noted that atomic planes as we l l as 
str ings can affect the mot ion of the 
beam through a crystal. If the incident 
angle to an atomic plane is be low a 
crit ical angle (which is a litt le less than 
crit ical angles for strings) the beam is 

The first of thirteen modules of a marble plate 
calorimeter en route for installation in the SPS 
neutrino beam for an investigation of neutral 
currents — experiment WA 18 by the CHARM 
collaboration (CERN / Hamburg / Amsterdam / 
Rome IMoscow). The use of marble (in 3 x 3 m 
slabs surrounded by magnetized iron) gives the 
best conditions for measurements on particle 
showers emerging from the neutral current 
interactions. The calorimeter will also be able to 
look at the polarization of muons coming from 
the WA 1 detection system which immediately 
precedes it in neutrino beam. 

(Photo CERN 37.8.77) 

ref lected by the plane, again because 
of the cumulat ive effect of many soft 
col l is ions w i t h a toms in the plane. 

Below the crit ical angle, the par t i 
cles are t ransmi t ted w i th an angular 
d ist r ibut ion wh ich is much dif ferent 
f rom the d is t r ibut ion obtained for in 
cidence above the crit ical angle (where 
a scat ter ing pattern is similar to that 
seen using targets of amorphous 
material) . Furthermore, since channel 
led part icles spend much of their t ime 
far f rom the atoms, they experience 
less energy loss than a particle mov ing 
in a random direct ion. 

A t GeV energies, the channel l ing ef
fects were found to be very s t rong. 
Even for incidence up to about ten 
t imes the cri t ical angle (2 mrad) on a 4 
m m german ium crystal, the emerg ing 
beam is stil l d is tor ted because of chan
nell ing effects. This is presumed to be 
because the beam is mult ip ly scattered 
th rough the crystal so that part of the 
beam reaches angles to the a tomic 
str ings of the order of the crit ical angle. 

Negative charged part icles are also 
inf luenced by the channel l ing effects. 
Actual ly , negat ive wel l channel led par
t icles have a tendency to stay rather 
close to the a tomic str ings and were 
therefore expected to suffer increased 
energy loss compared to randomly 
scattered part icles. In fact, exper iment 
clearly demonst ra ted, for the first t ime, 
the increased energy loss of wel l chan
nelled negat ive pions. 

A s imple way of demonst ra t ing 
channel l ing for posit ive particles is to 
look for the yield of some nuclear reac
t ion as a funct ion of the incidence 
angle to the str ings. A dramat ic 
decrease in the yield by a factor of 
about a hundred is found in low energy 
channel l ing when the angle is be low 
the crit ical angle. The col laborat ion 
found a s imple way to demonstra te 
this effect at high energies by using the 
german ium crystal as an intrinsic 
energy loss detector. In a nuclear reac
t ion at GeV energies, several part icles 
emerge f rom the react ion, and this 
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'Channelling' of charged particles through a 
crystal was seen for the first time at high 
energies in an experiment at the CERN PS. 
1. The emerging beam intensity distribution 
when 6GeV/c positive pions are shone on a 
0.3 mm crystal of germanium. It shows a strong 
peak at the centre in the direction of the atomic 
'string' within the crystal (the channelling 
direction) with well pronounced crests at 

angles to it corresponding to channelling 
planes. 
2. The emerging beam intensity distribution 
when 15GeV/c protons are shone on a 
0.74 mm crystal of germanium. The asterisk 
marks the direction of the incident beam and 
the three dimensional plot has a hole along the 
main crystal direction, where no particles are 
transmitted. 

means that an exceptional ly large 
energy loss is recorded by the crystal. 
This suggests the possibi l i ty of using 
solid state detectors to measure 
charged part ic le product ion cross sec
t ions. 

In low energy physics, appl icat ions 
of channel l ing are wel l known , cover
ing, for example, measurements on lat
t ice locat ions, radiat ion damage ef
fects and nuclear l i fet imes. As a result 
of the pioneer wo rk by the Aarhus / 
CERN / Strasbourg col laborat ion, 
potent ia l appl icat ions can now be seen 
in high energy physics and could in 
clude measurements of part icle 
l i fet imes and t r igger ing in product ion 
exper iments. 

The effect can also be used as a very 
effective and fast slit system for a 
d ivergent high energy beam. For exam
ple, low energy loss particles can cover 
an angle as l ow as 0.2 mil l iradians. If 
about 10 per cent of incident part icles 
suffered l i t t le energy loss, the 
emergent intensi ty could be around 
1 0 6 part icles per second. 

Omega at the SPS 

The large superconduct ing 'Omega ' 
spect rometer w a s originally bui l t for 
the exper imental p rogramme at the 
CERN PS and was used by a number of 
teams f rom 1 9 7 3 to 1 9 7 5 . The 
spect rometer was then substant ial ly 
upgraded to provide improved perfor
mance for physics w i t h the higher 
energy beams f rom the SPS. 

The exist ing opt ical spark chambers 
were interspersed w i t h 0.5 and 1.0 
m m pi tch mul t iw i re proport ional 
chambers, t w o four-p lane drift c h a m 
ber modules of 3.2 x 1.6 m 2 were 
placed at the exit of the magnet and a 
large photon detector was added 
downs t ream of an improved gas-fi l led 
threshold Cherenkov counter. Special 
t r igger counters were provided by user 
groups for specif ic exper iments based 
on the incident 4 0 GeV/c hadron or 8 0 
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A downstream view of the Omega 
spectrometer in the West Area at CERN, 
showing Just some of the additional equipment 
installed for the SPS physics programme. New 
hodoscopes, drift chambers and shower 
detectors abound, but dominating the picture 
(centre) is the large photon detector, consisting 
of a 700 element hodoscope array, followed by 
340 lead glass counters. The spectrometer 
magnet itself is almost invisible under its 'igloo' 
(top centre). 

(Photo CERN 181.7.77) 

An enlarged view of an interaction in an 
emulsion plate exposed to the Omega tagged 
photon beam. Over 600 such plates have been 
exposed, and are being scanned and analysed 
in detail in a search for decays of charmed 
states. The emulsion plate is exposed to the 
beam in place of the liquid hydrogen target. 

GeV/c electron beams. A more power 
ful on- l ine computer system w a s also 
provided. Besides enhancing the ca 
pabi l i t ies of the spectrometer , one 
result of instal l ing all this equ ipment 
has been largely to hide the original 
Omega magnet f rom v iew ! 

W h e n the SPS beam arrived in 
November 1 9 7 6 there was still much 
of this equ ipment to be commiss ioned, 
and, not surprisingly, the f irst exper i
ment to get under way was one not re
quir ing the full Omega set-up. Early 
this year, a 'beam d u m p ' exper iment 
sent 4 0 GeV/c unseparated hadrons 
into a copper target inside the magnet . 
A B i rmingham / CERN / Ecole Poly-
technique / Mun ich / Neuchâtel co l 
laborat ion measured the cross-
sect ions for psi product ion for all types 
of incident beam particles by detect ing 
their decay into muon pairs, f inding 
that wh i le the psi is produced equally 
wel l by pions, kaons and ant iprotons, it 
is much harder to produce by protons 
(see May issue, page 150). Col labora
t ions involving Aachen / Bari / Bonn / 
CERN / Glasgow / Liverpool and Mi lan 
are now resuming studies of the in 
t r igu ing heavy narrow resonances 
recently discovered at Omega and 
elsewhere. 

An exper iment n o w tak ing data 
wh i ch exploits the ful l Omega con 
f igurat ion is a study of the 
photoproduct ion of charm states by 
the W A 4 (Bonn / CERN / Ecole Poly-
technique / Glasgow / Lancaster / 
M a n c h e s t e r / O r s a y / P a r i s / Rutherford 
/ Sheff ield) col laborat ion. An 8 0 GeV/c 
electron beam is scattered by a th in 
lead radiator, sending photons onto a 
l iquid hydrogen target inside Omega. 

The energy of each photon is ' tag
ged ' by measur ing the energy dif
ference be tween the initial and scat
tered electron and a special photon 
tagg ing system has been built to cover 
incident photons over the energy range 
2 0 to 7 0 GeV/c. Since large numbers 
of neutral pions are produced in this 
exper iment, a 9 m 2 detector has been 

bui l t t o measure the posi t ion and 
energy of secondary photons using 
an active converter of 4 0 lead glass 
bars, each 1.5 m long, fo l lowed by a 
7 0 0 e lement scint i l lat ion counter ho
doscope and a wal l of 3 4 0 lead glass 
counters. This assembly enables the 
exper imenters to identify and measure 
photons, electrons and neutral pions. 

Photoproduct ion exper iments en
counter a large background due to 
the electromagnet ic product ion of 
e lectron-posi t ron pairs at a rate several 
hundred t imes that at t r ibutable to 
hadronic product ion. However, a 
photoproduced charm event wou ld be 
character ised by high mult ip l ic i ty, w i th 
f ive or more charged tracks being 
produced, and this suppresses the 
e lect romagnet ic background cont r ibu
t ion by a factor of several hundred. By 
intercept ing those final states in wh ich 
a charged kaon is produced, select ion 
is improved still further and the experi
ment can be run at high intensit ies — 

3 x 1 0 1 2 protons per pulse. Af ter 
several early test runs, a 20 -day run 
in Ju ly and August succeeded in 
recording over one mil l ion hadronic 
events on to magnet ic tape and these 
are now being avidly scanned for signs 
of charm product ion. 

The l i fet ime of photoproduced 
charm decays is being invest igated us
ing emuls ion techniques by a B o l o g n a / 
CERN / F lorence/Genoa/Par is /Santan-
der/Valencia col laborat ion supported 

50 urn * «. 
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Excavation and construction work for PEP is 
now well under way while the linear accelerator 
is switched off. The two storey beam 
switchyard housing is seen in the foreground 
and the klystron gallery in the background. The 
steelwork in the foreground will reinforce the 
floor of the PEP injection tunnel. Since this 
photo was taken, the linear accelerator housing 
has been pierced at this point to provide access 
from the injection tunnel. 

(Photo Stanford) 

The Mark II detector is now being made ready 
for installation in SPEAR to replace the famous 
Mark I detector which found the psis, etc. The 
photo shows the mounting of lead strips 
nearing completion for the liquid argon shower 
chamber end caps. 

(Photo Joe Faust) 

by the W A 4 group (not the Bi rming
ham / CERN / Ecole Polytechnique / 
Mun ich / Neuchâtel col laborat ion as 
reported in May). In this experiment, 
in format ion f rom the Omega electronic 
detector is used to pinpoint the vertex 
of a charm decay in a thin emuls ion 
plate. Some 6 0 0 plates have been ex
posed to the tagged photon beam and 
thousands of photo-hadronic events 
have been stored in the emulsions. 

As part of a plan to provide a 4 0 
GeV/c r.f. separated beam for Omega, 
t w o accelerat ing sections, each con
sist ing of f ive we lded cavit ies, have 
been constructed at the Nuclear 
Research Inst i tute at Karlsruhe. These 
sect ions now produce reliable f ields of 
1.4 M V / m and wi l l be installed in the 
Omega beam-line before the end of the 
year. This wi l l provide enriched beams 
of kaons and ant iprotons greatly ex
tending the scope for hadronic experi
ments at the SPS. Further plans for 
Omega include the replacement of the 
exist ing opt ical spark chambers by 
mul t iw i re proport ional chambers, a l 
lowing exper iments to be run w i t h 
lower deadt ime losses and enabling 
smal ler cross-sect ions to be measured. 

W i t h the f i rst experimental results 
f rom the SPS already to their credit, 
the Omega teams are eagerly awai t ing 
further excit ing results. 

STANFORD 
Construct ion work 
starts for PEP 

Whi le the ground-breaking ceremony 
for PEP (pictured on the cover of the 
June issue) took place on 2 June, con
struct ion work began in earnest when 
the electron linac beam was turned off 
on 2 7 June. The immediate task w a s 
to add the PEP North and South injec
t ion tunnels to the existing linear ac
celerator housing before the beam is 
turned on again at the end of October. 
During this per iod, workers must ex-



The layout of the superconducting pion channel 
which is to be built for therapy with pion beams 
at the SIN cyclotron. 

cavate d o w n nearly 1 5 m, cut into the 
linac wal ls , bui ld t w o inject ion tunnels, 
seal off the ends (to keep the radiat ion 
in and the dirt out) and backfi l l . 

Normal ly this w o u l d not be too great 
a construct ion job, but a maze of ex
ist ing uti l i t ies such as duct banks, 
wa te r pipes and service bui ld ings have 
provided an interest ing obstacle 
course. Because the excavat ions use 

Une 'cut-and-fi ir me thod , all these ob
stacles have to be suspended in m i d 
air across the excavated pit w i t h the 
help of an increasing number of 
beams, t ie-rods and suspension 
cables. As the diggers wo rk their way 
d o w n to the linac housing, t imber wal ls 
are used to hold back the surrounding 
earth unti l enough of the linac housing 
is exposed to begin concrete fo rming 
for the t w o inject ion tunnels. 

Meanwhi le at SPEAR, the Mark I 
detector wh ich discovered the psi par
t icles has been removed and Mark II is 
now tak ing shape. This new detector 
encloses a cyl indrical system of dri f t 
chambers, wh i le the t w o ends are cap
ped w i t h more detectors to provide 
a lmost complete 4r r solid angle 
coverage of the interact ion region. It 
w i l l later be moved to PEP. 

SIN 
Pion Therapy Facility 
The deve lopment of radiotherapy 
using pion beams, w h i c h is one of the 
f e w practical appl icat ions of high 
energy physics knowledge at present, 
has received a great deal of a t tent ion 
at SIN f rom the very beginning. The 
f irst stage to use pions for medical pur
poses started in 1975 w i t h the c o m 
missioning of the b iomedical pion 
channel rrE3, in wh ich a considerable 
amount of dos imetry and radio
biological experience has been gained. 

The logical extension of th is 
preparatory work to actual medical ap
pl icat ions, including pion radiotherapy 
itself, requires a more intense beam. 

Because of demands for increasing 
dose f rom the radiotherapists and 
because of delays in acquir ing a new 
higher intensity injector cyc lot ron, the 
TTE3 beam has proved inadequate for 
such purposes. 

Var ious designs for a new pion 
beam were examined dur ing the 
A u t u m n of 1 9 7 5 . These included a 
convent ional channel incorporat ing 
giant quadrupole lenses, a f o rwa rd -
extracted double dipole beam w i th an 
electrostat ic separator, and f inal ly a 
superconduct ing toroidal pion channel 
producing sixty independent ly cont ro l 
led confocal pion beams. A decision 
was made in favour of the latter 
design, wh ich had previously been 
conceived and realized at the Stanford 
High Energy Physics Laboratory in co l 
laborat ion w i t h the Stanford Medical 
Centre. 

The advantages of such a system 
compared w i t h equally intense con 
vent ional beams, include a better ratio 
of peak to entrance dose deposi t ion 
(mul t i -por t effect) and greater ease in 
provid ing variable three dimensional 
dose d is t r ibut ion. .Major modi f icat ions 
made to the original Stanford design 
have been the use of a proton beam for 
meson product ion, instead of the less 
eff ic ient electrons, and the choice of a 
pion product ion angle of 6 0 ° rather 
than 150° . This latter decision fo l 
lowed measurements of pion produc
t ion cross sections at SIN dur ing the 
S u m m e r of 1 9 7 6 . 

In addi t ion, f ield boundary rotat ions 
of typical ly 1.5° were introduced to 
compensate for effects on axial focus
ing by the extension of the fr inge f ie ld, 
a modi f ica t ion wh ich a l lowed a 3 0 % 
increase in the calculated available 
pion intensit ies. The design of the pion 
therapy faci l i ty including the supercon
duct ing channel is now finalized and is 
expected to be realized towards the 
end of 1 9 7 8 . 

The proton beam for the new 
biomedical faci l i ty wi l l be separated off 
f rom the main beam after extract ion 
f rom the ring cyclotron. The pr imary 
beam spl i t ter wi l l be an electrostat ic 
sep tum w i t h a f ield on both sides of the 
sep tum foi l to double the separat ion 
angle. This has the advantage over 
pulsed spl i t ters that it does not alter 
the t ime structure of the beam and a l 
lows a cont inuously variable spl i t t ing 
ratio. The est imated beam losses 
(0.1 % or less) on the septum are no 
real prob lem. The separation angle of 5 
mrad f rom the pr imary spl i t ter is in 
creased to 1 0 0 mrad by a septum 
magnet wh i ch al lows complete 
separat ion of the beam to the faci l i ty. 

The beam wi l l be directed onto a 
separate target stat ion immediate ly in 
f ront of the superconduct ing pion 
channel . The target wi l l be gas cooled 
(in contrast to the other external 
targets at SIN wh ich have radiat ion 
cooled rotat ing wheels) . A gas cooled 
system faci l i tates the exchange of 
targets of di f ferent materials and 
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Two major excavation / construction projects 
have taken place around the main ring at 
Fermilab during a four week August-September 
shutdown. The use of precast construction 
techniques permitted them to be completed 
comfortably within the scheduled time. 

1. To the southeast of the Central Laboratory 
building, the transfer hall has been lengthened 
to help in maintenance and to reduce personnel 
exposure to residual activity (particularly 
important at the higher intensities at which the 
accelerator is now running). It will also make 
extraction at 1 TeV feasible. The main ring lies 
exposed on the left and a precast tunnel section 
is being lowered into position in the transfer 
hall. 

geomet ry should they be needed. 
Typical targets wi l l be 3.5 cm of 

copper or mo lybdenum. The expected 
pion intensit ies wh ich can be directed 
into the pat ient are typical ly 2 . 1 0 9 per 
s, g iv ing a dose rate of 5 0 rads/min in a 
cyl indrical vo lume of 1 litre. A therapy 
f ract ion may thus be delivered in a f e w 
minutes. 

W o r k is now proceeding on the con 
struct ional detai ls, on the very 
demand ing therapy planning schemes 
necessary to realize the required doses 
in all cases, and on the numerous ad
ministrat ive activi t ies w i t h inter
nat ional and Swiss medical personnel , 
concerned w i th the coord inat ion and 
realization of therapy in the course of 
1 9 7 9 . 

FERMILAB 
Preparing 
for col l iding beams 

A three week Study on col l iding beams 
was held in Aspen, Colorado, f rom 
June 27 to July 15 concentrat ing on 
pro ton-pro ton and ant ip ro ton-pro ton 
col l isions using the Fermilab Main Ring 
and Energy Doubler / Saver. A year 
ago, the decision was taken to exploit 
the possibi l i ty of col l iding the proton 
beams in the t w o accelerators and a 
new Department , the Coll iding Beams 
Depar tment headed by J im Cronin, 
w a s establ ished in the Research Divi
sion. The study was organized by this 
Depar tment to aid its work in the c o m 
ing months. It involved about f i f ty 
physicists f rom 15 inst i tut ions and 
laborator ies in the USA ( including 
ERDA and NSF) and guests f r om CERN 
and Saclay. 

The t w o principal object ives are to 
achieve pro ton-pro ton col l isions at 
energies up to 1 TeV against 2 5 0 GeV 
w i t h a luminosi ty of 1 0 3 0 per cm per s 
or more and ant ipro ton-proton col l i 
sions in the Doubler / Saver providing 
up to 2 TeV in the centre-of -mass w i t h 

a luminosi ty of 1 0 2 9 or more. 
As a step towards the first object ive, 

exper iments on beam storage have 
been under way in the Main Ring to in 
vest igate its sui tabi l i ty as a storage 
ring. The results of these exper iments 
(reported below) were one of the major 
topics of discussion, led by Alvin To l -
lestrup, at the Study. As a step towards 
the second object ive, the Accelerator 
Division under Russ Huson has started 
const ruct ion of a small ring beside the 
Booster to test electron cool ing of a 
proton beam ; wo rk on this topic at the 
study was led by Peter Mclntyre of 
Harvard/Fermilab. 

The test ring for the electron-cool ing 
was given considerable at tent ion and 
some aspects of the interact ion of the 
solenoidal magnet ic f ield at the coo l 
ing region w i t h the beam were clarif ied 
together w i t h corresponding neces
sary modi f icat ions of the latt ice. Other 
subjects were a detai led compar ison 
of the electron beam design w i t h 
that p lanned in the equivalent cool ing 
project at CERN, a review of ant ipro
ton product ion cross-sections, target 
sys tem, beam transport and accept
ance by the Booster. T w o solut ions 
were obta ined to the problem of cor
rect phasing of the r.f. system for 
s imul taneous accelerat ion of both an
t iprotons and protons in the one r ing. 
Uti l ization of the intense ant iproton 
beams available at up to 1 TeV for f ixed 
target physics was also considered and 
prel iminary discussions were held on a 

more ambi t ious ant iproton cool ing 
project that w o u l d yield higher 
luminosi ty. 

There were three other headings for 
the discussions — beam manipulat ion 
at intersect ion regions (led by Bob 
Diebold of Argonne) , detectors (led by 
Dave Hitl in of SLAC) and other topics 
(led by David Ayres of Argonne). 

T w o basic arrangements for br ing
ing about Main Ring / Doubler col l i 
sions were studied — a transposed 
geomet ry in wh i ch the beams cross 
and a 'k issing' geomet ry in wh ich the 
t w o beams are brought to touch wh i le 
mov ing in opposi te direct ions. 

In general , the t ransposed geometry 
has more f lexibi l i ty and was found to 
be better sui ted to experiments. For ex
ample, a ful l 5 0 m can be left free for 
exper iments w i t h a fixed interact ion 
point at the centre and the luminosi ty 
can be increased by adding special 
magnets to make the beams cross at a 
small angle and stil l leave approx i 
mately 10 m for a detector. The special 
magnets are considerably more 
s t ra ight forward in the t ransposed 
scheme. The principal drawback is that 
at least one sixth of the Main Ring must 
be lowered and the Energy Doubler 
bui l t as a non planar machine. 

The detector group considered 
detect ion systems emphasizing the 
physics of part icle product ion at large 
angles and studied op t imum systems 
for the t w o cases of asymmetr ic 
p ro ton-pro ton col l isions of 1 0 0 0 and 
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2 5 0 GeV and symmetr ic 1 0 0 0 and 
1 0 0 0 GeV ant ip ro ton-pro ton col l i 
sions. 

Four magnet ic detectors received 
at tent ion — solenoid, dipole, to ro id , 
and magnet ized iron conf igurat ions. 
The solenoid design was chosen as the 
best for the central detector. A th in 
superconduct ing coil w i t h a radius of 
about 1.25 m and a length of 6 m 
producing 1 to 1.5 T served as the 
basis and various t rack chamber 
packages for inside the coil were ex
amined. Liquid argon w i th lead plates 
located just outside the coil was 
regarded as a suitable photon and 
electron detector. Iron for the return 
f lux was integrated into a hadron 
calor imeter uti l izing proport ional tubes 
and located behind the argon detector. 
Finally, 0.5 m or so of iron const i tu ted 
an outer shell and acted as an external 
muon identif ier. End-cap detectors 
were envisaged to increase the angular 
coverage. 

The major i tem for the General 
Topics group was the design of co l 
l iding beam areas. Various designs 
that could accommodate a variety of 
exper iments were examined and 
recommendat ions were made to per
fo rm some radiat ion measurements to 
help the design. These measurements 
and f inal area design wi l l be a major 
act iv i ty in the next year. 

Considerat ion was given to the 
future development of a bypass to the 
Main Ring providing up to a 3 0 0 m 

long straight section for studying co l 
l iding beam interact ions under op
t i m u m condi t ions at up to 2 TeV. Final
ly, the possibi l i ty of a 1 5 GeV electron 
beam in the Main Ring col l iding w i t h 
1 TeV protons in the Energy Doubler 
w a s cons idered; a luminosi ty of 1 0 3 2 

per c m 2 per s appeared feasible. 

The storage ring tests 

The characterist ics of the Main Ring at 
Fermilab as a storage ring have been 
explored in several recent accelerator 
study periods, in preparat ion for its use 
as part of the col l iding beam faci l i ty. 
The t ime dependence of the beam in
tensi ty along w i th transverse and 
longi tudinal beam distr ibut ions were 
measured as funct ions of vacuum 
pressure, horizontal and vert ical 
machine tune, beam energy and other 
operat ing condit ions. 

Mos t stores were ini t iated at in ten
sities f rom 1.5 to 2 x 1 0 1 3 protons and 
the energy varied f rom 75 GeV to 2 0 0 
GeV. The pressure averaged around 
the ring was 10~ 7 torr or less. Back
grounds at a long straight sect ion were 
measured and signif icant effort w e n t 
into the control techniques so as to 
s impl i fy the storage procedure and to 
record the data of interest. 

Scat ter ing f rom residual gas is one 
cause of deter iorat ion of beam qual i ty 
and reduct ion of intensity, sett ing a 
l imit to how long a useful beam can be 
stored. There are t w o ways tha t a 

2. The second venture in contemporary 
archeology occurred between the r.f. station 
and the transfer gallery where the reverse 
injection / antiproton extraction stub was 
installed to be linked on to a stub installed 
earlier at the booster. Completion of the reverse 
injection line tunnel now requires trenching and 
tunnel installation only between the two stubs. 

proton can interact w i t h a nucleus of 
the residual gas — the catastrophic-
nuclear interact ion and the gentler, but 
much more f requent . Coulomb scatter
ing. A proton undergoing a nuclear in 
teract ion is immediate ly lost and this 
mechan ism alone should lead to an ex
ponent ia l decl ine in intensity w i t h o u t 
al ter ing beam size. W i th a pressure 
of 10~ 7 torr the predicted l i fet ime is 
12 0 0 0 s roughly independent of 
energy. Li fet imes, measured f rom the 
initial rate of change of intensity dur ing 
a store, have been as long as 2 5 0 0 0 s 
(about 7 hours), corresponding to an 
average pressure of about 5 x 10~ 8 

torr. 
Cou lomb scat ter ing, on the other 

hand is a di f fusion process leading to 
gradual g row th in beam size. Init ially, 
w h e n the size is wel l w i th in l imi t ing 
apertures, very l itt le beam is lost but as 
the size g rows protons can pass 
beyond the boundary. Af ter a long 
t ime, the beam asymptot ical ly ap
proaches a size determined by the 
l imi t ing aperture and the intensity then 
decays exponential ly w i t h a l i fet ime 
that depends quadrat ical ly on the 
energy. A t 10~ 7 torr, the expected 
l i fet ime for th is process is 2 8 0 0 s at 
1 0 0 GeV and 1 1 2 0 0 s at 2 0 0 GeV. 

As in normal accelerat ion, the 
horizontal and vert ical tunes of the 
machine (number of betatron osci l la
t ions per revolut ion) are extremely i m 
por tant variables when stor ing a beam. 
For example, set t ing the tune at the 
f i f th-order resonances at 19.4 causes 
rapid beam g rowth and intensity loss 
and, conversely, at the empir ical ly-
determined best tunes, the intensity 
dependence approaches the gas scat
ter ing l imits. 

As understanding of the intensity 
dependence grew, more at tent ion 
turned to the transverse and 
longi tudinal beam distr ibut ions. The 
luminosi ty for head-on coll isions is 
direct ly proport ional to the product of 
the t w o beam intensit ies and inversely 
proport ional to the beam size. The 
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longi tudinal d istr ibut ion of a bunch af
fects the length of the interact ion 
region and hence the size of the detec
tors. 

Transversely, the beam g row th rate 
sett les d o w n to the predicted gas scat
ter ing value after an initial period of 
about a minute of somewha t faster 
g row th wh ich can be prevented by 
star t ing w i t h longer bunches. The 
bunch length g rows f rom about 2 to 
5 ns in a similar period and then 
stabil izes. The early evolut ion of these 
beam distr ibut ions is receiving much 
exper imental and theoret ical a t tent ion. 

The backgrounds in the straight sec
t ion were large and the variat ions w i t h 
angle and distance f rom the beam pipe 
were measured under var ious cond i 
t ions. Integrat ing the early measure
ments gave an est imated total f lux of 
2 3 0 MHz through a hypothet ical 
detector of 1 m radius for 1 0 1 3 protons 
in the r i ng ; later measurements , w i t h 
somewha t bet ter average pressure, 
correspond to a flux of 8 4 MHz. 

There are indicat ions that the 
backgrounds are due to high m u l 
t ip l ic i ty events affect ing a small f rac
t ion of the bunches. The background 
rate is approximately proport ional to 
intensi ty (rather than to proton loss 
rate) and to local vacuum pressure, 
suggest ing an origin in local beam-gas 
interact ions. A bakable vacuum pipe 
has been installed in the straight sec
t ion to reduce local pressure and 
fur ther background reduct ion w i l l be 
accompl ished by means of vacuum 
improvements th roughout the r ing, by 
shield ing, and by beam scrapers. 

Building particles 
f rom new quarks 
The observat ion at Fermilab of high 
mass enhancements in muon pairs is 
evidence, though not yet conclusive, 
for the existence of a new heavy quark 
(see August issue, page 2 2 3 ) . 

The study of the spectroscopy of the 
now abundant charmed mesons has 
enabled physicists to parameterise the 
interact ion between heavy quark-
ant iquark pairs and months before the 
s ight ing of the Upsilon enhancements 
by the Columbia / Fermilab / Stony 
Brook col laborat ion, E. Eichten and K. 
Gott f r ied f rom Cornell had pointed out 
that heavier quarks, if they existed, 
w o u l d have an even richer spec
troscopy. The structure wh ich already 
seems to be seen in the Upsilon 
enhancements could bear this out. 

By analogy w i t h the wel l known 
pos i t ron ium bound states of an 
electron and a posi t ron, these quark-
ant iquark bound states are often refer
red to by an ' -on ium' suffix, so that the 
bound states of a charmed quark and a 
charmed ant iquark (the J/psi fami ly) 
are examples of ' charmonium' . 

For the l ightest quarks (u and d — 
the const i tuents of the nucléons), the 
quark-ant iquark binding is not power 
ful enough to fo rm proper ' -on ium' 
states but only resonances wh ich 
decay strongly. For the strange quark 
(s), the s i tuat ion is marginal . The phi 
meson, for example, is only just above 
the threshold energy for strong decay 
into KK. If the ss binding were a litt le 
more power fu l , then a 's t rangeonium' 
bound state wou ld be .seen. 

For charmed quarks (c), the masses 
and b inding energies are such that the 
lowest lying cc bound states cannot 
decay into a channel wh ich displays 
'naked' charm. The l ightest of the 
naked charm mesons, the D, has a 
mass of 1 8 6 4 MeV, and a charmon ium 
state has to be heavier than 3 7 2 8 MeV 
(2 x 1 8 6 4 MeV) before strong decays 

The predicted variation in the pattern of quark-
antiquark '-onium' bound states, neglecting 
spin. The shaded area shows where strong 
decays into mesons having 'naked' flavours are 
possible. On the left, one sees the spectrum of 
charmonium with 1s (the psi), 2s (psi prime) 
and 1 p (chi) states all below this threshold. The 
higher the quark mass, the greater the number 
of stable (narrow width) states. 

into D mesons become possible. 
Lighter charmon ium states, like the 
J/psi at 3 0 9 5 MeV, therefore have very 
high stabi l i ty (narrow widths) c o m 
pared w i t h their heavier counterparts 
and this w a s the feature wh ich made 
the J/psi discovery so dramat ic. 

Since the discovery in 1 9 7 4 of the 
f irst cha rmon ium states, at 3 0 9 5 and 
3 6 8 4 MeV respectively, the spec
t roscopy of charmon ium has been un
fo lded by an impressive series of ex
per iments at SPEAR and DORIS. 

The new states correspond to higher 
exci tat ions of the qq interact ion, to 
states where the qq has rotat ional 
angular m o m e n t u m as wel l as intrinsic 
spin, and to states where the qq spins 
line up antiparal lel . Quarks w i th spin Vi 
can bind together as qq states either 
w i t h their spins parallel (total spin 1), 
or antiparal lel ( total spin 0). These lat
ter charmon ium states are part icularly 
di f f icul t to observe as their symmet ry 
propert ies preclude them f rom cou
pl ing direct ly to a photon and they 
are therefore seen only indirectly in 
the decays of the spin 1 states fo rmed 
in col l id ing beam experiments. 

The interact ion between a quark ana 
an ant iquark can be simulated by a 
stat ic at t ract ive potent ial that is in
dependent of quark mass. Neglect ing 
spin effects, the expected spectrum of 
bound states can then be calculated 
using the Schrôdinger equat ion, where 
the quark mass comes in through a 
kinetic energy te rm. The calculated 
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The famous 'Andromeda' cosmic-ray event 
seen by a Brazil/Japan collaboration. The 
picture shows just the central region of a cluster 
of over 300 particles detected over an area of 
40 x 50 cm2 in a detector of area 48 m2. 

variation of level spacings relative to 
the ground state is shown in the 
diagram. 

The shaded region indicates where 
the '-onium' states can decay strongly 
into pairs of particles having the ap
propriate 'naked' new flavour. On the 
left one sees the spectrum of char
monium with 1s (the psi), 2s (the psi 
prime) and 1p (the chi) states bound, 
but incapable of decaying strongly into 
charmed mesons. The 1d state corre
sponds to the newly-discovered psi 
(3772) state just above threshold for 
production of charmed mesons (see 

^August issue, page 225). 
On the right, a quark mass of about 

5 GeV shows the pattern of states ex
pected for Upsilon and there are 
roughly twice as many narrow-width 
bound states allowed. According to 
this picture, physics at the new CESR, 
PEP and PETRA colliding beam 
machines could contain a richness that 
will challenge the ingenuity of the best 
experimenters ! 

Cosmic events 

Even assuming that all the eagerly-
awaited particles such as intermediate 
vector bosons, Higgs particles and 
quarks are discovered with the next 
generation of particle accelerators, this 

will probably not mean that hadron 
physics becomes a closed book. 
Cosmic ray experiments have already 
hinted that startling new phenomena 
occur at the prodigious energies 
reached by the primary cosmic radia
tion particles. 

Since the early 1960s, cosmic ray 
physicists have been probing the in
teractions seen in the earth's upper at
mosphere with primary particles of 
energies of hundreds of TeV (1 TeV = 
1000 GeV). They think that at about 
100 TeV, a bunch of new phenomena 
could start to appear, in a totally unex
pected, and still unaccountable, way. 

In contrast with the sophisticated 
computer controlled experiments 
mounted in high energy physics 
laboratories, the investigations of 
cos/nic ray physicists are crude. This is 
no reflection on the physicists, but 
simply a result of the nature of cosmic 
radiation. The incoming particles are 
randomly distributed in energy, direc
tion and type, and cause primary reac
tions high up in the earth's at
mosphere, producing complicated 
showers of secondaries. By taking their 
apparatus to a high enough altitude, on 
a mountain or in a balloon, the ex
perimenters hope to get as close as 
possible to the initial primary interac
tions. Only by collecting the products 
of these interactions can the nature of 
the incoming cosmic ray particle be 
inferred, and even then only approxi
mately. 

The detectors used in these cosmic 
ray experiments are frequently of the 
'emulsion chamber' type, in which a 
specially-designed sandwich of X-ray 
films and lead plates, extending in 
some cases over an area of some 40 
square metres, is exposed on a suitable 
mountain site for about a year. The 
lead plates produce a multiplication of 
gamma-rays produced initially from 
the decay of a neutral particle like a 
pion, and by examining the gamma-ray 
cascade, the production of neutral 
pions can be inferred. 

Other measurements on the ex
posed stack enable estimates to be 
made of the height of the primary in
teraction above the stack and the total 
energy in the primary interaction. 
Because the nature of the incoming 
primary particle is unknown, this 
energy is usually given as an 
equivalent gamma-ray energy — the 
energy of an incoming gamma ray 
which would have produced com
parable effects. 

For interactions whose equivalent 
gamma ray energies are greater than 
100 TeV, the multiplicity of second
aries is found to be much greater than 
would be expected by extrapolating 
the behaviour seen at lower energies. 
At 100 TeV, the highest expected mul
tiplicity on the basis of lower energy 
behaviour is about 30, while in some 
cases the observed level is nearer 100. 

The number of observed neutral 
pions on the other hand is remarkably 
low. One famous example of this is 
the famous 'Centauro' event seen in 
the emulsion chamber experiment 
mounted on Mount Chacaltaya in 
Brazil by a Brazil/Japan collaboration, 
in which ninety hadrons are produced 
with no neutral pions ! 

The event got its name because the 
clusters of event seen at the bottom of 
the detector apparently had the shape 
of a Centaur — a mythical creature, 
half horse and half human. Other 
famous high energy cosmic ray in
teractions include Andromeda and the 
Texas Lone Star, both huge lumps of 
hadronic matter produced by primary 
cosmic ray interactions in which ex
tremely large numbers of secondary 
particles are seen. 

Whatever the new generation of ac
celerators will be able to tell us, it 
begins to look as if hadronic physics 
could keep on providing surprises as 
the energy is increased. With unex
pected phenomena seen at 100 TeV 
energies, talk of asymptotic behaviour 
at laboratory energies seems pre
mature. 
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Instantons 

Many particle physicists are convinced 
that applications of gauge theory hold 
the key to further understanding. In the 
still short history of the subject, 
however, many people have been 
preoccupied with goldmining for new 
physics and have not spared much 
thought for the extra pure 
mathematics which might be needed 
to produce a workable theory. General 
relativity is one example of an area of 
physics where the use of new 
mathematical techniques has paid 
considerable dividends. 

Whatever gauge theories might tell 
us about the behaviour of particles, it is 
already clear that there are deficien
cies in our present methods of han
dling them. These methods usually turn 
to perturbation theory, where one 
hopes that a mathematical series can 
be found which gives, term by term, a 
closer and closer approximation to the 
correct result. 

Although fine for electromagnetic 
and weak interactions, this approach 
does not work for strong interactions 
because of the large coupling constant 
involved. While gauge theory games 
continue with the limited mathe
matical techniques at our disposal, 
some theoreticians are standing aside 
from the mainstream activity to see 
if other mathematical ideas could 
be used instead. Although there has 
been no major breakthrough, some 
general deficiencies of the usual pic
ture of gauge theory applications have 
been discovered. 

By ignoring the conventional pertur
bation theory approach, A. Polyakov 
and collaborators and G. 't Hooft have 
shown that the existence of peculiar 
new entities cannot be ruled out, and it 
was quickly realised that these new 
entities, called 'instantons', could, if 
they exist, play havoc with conven
tional ideas of quantum number con
servation and selection rules. In addi

tion, a number of mathematical 
specialists have tried to put the ideas 
of Yang-Mills gauge theories into a 
more general mathematical frame
work, so that these Instantons' and 
other peculiarities can be described 
in a natural way. 

The idea of a Yang-Mills gauge 
theory is to produce a mathematical 
picture which describes the required 
symmetry of particle properties and 
comes out naturally with the right con
served quantum numbers. Just as the 
theory of quantum electrodynamics 
exploited the symmetry of its interac
tions in four dimensional space-time, 
subsequent work has concentrated on 
finding the additional Internal' sym
metries of interactions which might 
have to be superimposed on our fa
miliar space-time world. 

In this picture, each point in space-
time is supplemented by an internal 
space which describes the microscopic 
behaviour of a particle at that point. 
When we go from one space-time 
point to another by two different paths, 
we do not necessarily land up at the 
same point in the two corresponding 
internal spaces. The difference 
between these two internal points is 
not observable and this freedom, or ar
bitrariness, is exploited in the gauge 
theory approach to produce the re
quired picture of the interaction. 

But the mathematics of gauge 
theory can become clumsy and dif
ficult to handle. Just as a Fourier 
transform which takes ordinary space 
into momentum space can some
times greatly simplify a mathematical 
problem, so it has been suggested by 
M. Atiyah at Oxford that some of the 
difficulties of handling Yang-Mills 
theories could be overcome by trans
forming the problem into some other 
space. 

The approach is analogous to the 
well known technique of representing 
two-dimensional rotations by a system 
of one-dimensional complex numbers. 
As well as reducing the number of 

dimensions of the problem, the techni
que means that the nature of the in
teraction becomes implicit in the 
algebraic geometry of the new space. 

The different types of physical 
behaviour are then characterised by in
teger numbers (like quantum numbers) 
which describe the topology of the 
mathematics in the new space. One 
'simple' type of behaviour corresponds 
to lines in the new space but to points 
(i.e. events) in space-time and these 
are the Instantons' discovered 
mathematically by Polyakov and 
whose relevance for physics has been 
elaborated b y ' t Hooft. 

These considerations show that 
there can be more than one vacuum for 
each gauge theory picture. What does 
this mean ? Naively, one empty space 
is much like another, but if there are in
visible internal symmetries at work, 
then there might be residual internal 
directional effects still around when 
everything else is taken away. These 
directional effects could distinguish 
one vacuum from another. 

A normal Yang-Mills gauge transfor
mation should take one of these vacua 
into another. One mathematical result^ 
of this is that there should be 
something intermediate between the 
two vacua, which is itself gauge in
variant, and therefore observable. 
These mysterious intermediate phe
nomena, which spend their time 
burrowing from one vacuum state to 
another, are the Instantons'. Although 
they are events rather than particles, 
this burrowing is analogous to the 
well known quantum mechanical tun
nelling effect where particles can 
statistically seep through an obstacle 
even though they do not have enough 
energy to get over it. 

The existence of instantons could 
give rise to all sorts of anomalous ef
fects, and certainly the exponentially-
decaying profile of a burrowing in-
stanton is something which cannot be 
described by ordinary perturbation 
theory. The most interesting pos-
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People and things 

sibi l i t ies emerge if the ins tan tons cou ld 
get ou t of the i r t rap b e t w e e n 
ne ighbour ing v a c u u m states and 
b e c o m e free. This w o u l d require a 
t r e m e n d o u s a m o u n t of energy and 
cou ld have been possible in the 'b ig 
bang ' w h i c h created the universe. 
There, the ins tan tons cou ld have 
w i p e d out our convent iona l rules of 
baryon n u m b e r conserva t ion . 

W h a t e v e r the fu tu re may hold for i n 
s tan tons , the increasing co l labora t ion 
b e t w e e n pure ma thema t i c i ans and 
theore t ica l physic ists shou ld pay d iv i 
dends. 

Ken Green 

Ken Green, Brookhaven scientist for 
the past 30 years, one of the leaders in 
the construction of the 33 GeV AGS 
and world authority on accelerator 
design and construction, died in 
August at the age of 66. After studying 
at Berkeley with the group headed by 
Ernest Lawrence, Ken Green arrived at 
Brookhaven after the war years to 
become deputy to Stan Livingston, 
who was then organising 
Brookhaven's first accelerator project, 
the Cosmotron. He went on to head the 
building of the AGS synchrotron which 
was completed in 1960. He headed 
the Accelerator Department for many 
years, participated in the design of the 
Isabelle storage rings and his last work 
was in connection with the electron 
storage ring for the USA National 
Synchrotron Light Source. Ken was 
one of the pioneers of accelerator 
building who contributed considerably 

to establishing accelerator technology 
as such a thoroughly understood 
discipline. He was absorbed by his 
work and projected his enthusiams 
with great gusto. His colleague for 
many years, John Blewett, writes, 'We 
have lost a man of extraordinary 
talent... Ken was skilled as a physicist, 
both experimental and theoretical, as 
an electronic engineer, as a power 
engineer, as a mechanical engineer 
and as a civil engineer. Withal he was a 
man with whom it was a delight to 
associate. Brookhaven will not be the 
same without him.' 

Energy Department 

A Department of Energy has been 
created in the USA and is beginning 
operation under James Schlesinger. It 
takes over some 20000 staff and an 
annua/ budget of $ 10600 mi/lion. 
Prominent among its component parts 
is the large Energy Research and 
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Development Administration (ERDA) 
which is responsible for funding the 
high energy physics research pro
gramme in the USA. 

Exhibiting themselves 

The second exhibition under the title 
Italy: Science and Technology' (see 
also August issue 1976) took place in 
Bucharest (Rumania) from 11-17 
June. The sector devoted to Nuclear 
and Elementary Particle Physics, co
ordinated by INFN, has been enriched 
and updated — in particular, the CERN 
SPS and the Italian participation in its 
experimental programme were 
presented. A multiscreen show with 
the title 'Man and Science', presenting 
the history of the impact of Science 
and Technology on Society, was 
realized with scientific advice from our 
INFN correspondent, A. Pascolini. The 
exhibition was opened by the Italian 
Under-Secretary for Scientific and 
Technological Research, G. Postal, 
who signed on that occasion the 
renewal of the agreement for scientific 
and technical co-operation between 
Italy and Rumania. A series of seminars 
and meetings on various themes 
completed the exhibition. 

The Rutherford Laboratory is 
participating in the Systems 77 
Exhibition at Munich from 17-21 
October. They are presenting 
sophisticated computer aided design 
techniques (two of them as live 
demonstrations using visual display 
terminals linked to a GEC 4080 
computer): THESEUS' uses 3-D 
interactive graphics to help engineers 
solve design problems using finite 
element analysis. 'GFUN' is a program 
which calculates the field produced by 
conductors and magnetic materials in 
three dimensions. 'Aspect Display 
System' is a powerful interactive 
graphics hardware system with real 
time zooming and 3-D coordinate 
transformation capability. The 

Rutherford exhibit is in collaboration 
with NRDC and Compeda Ltd who are 
involved in commercial exploitation of 
the systems. 

SSRP to SSRL 

From 1 September the expanding 
research programme of the Stanford 
Synchrotron Radiation Project (SSRP), 
which uses the light emerging from the 
SPEAR storage ring at SLAC, has been 
recognized by a change of status. It is 
now named the Stanford Synchrotron 
Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) and will 
report as an independent research 
laboratory to the Vice-Provost at Stan
ford University. 

STELLA in orbit 

The Council of Ministers of the Euro
pean Economic Community (the Com
mon Market) has authorized 1.2 mil
lion Swiss Francs for a small satellite 
earth station and associated computer 
equipment for use by CERN in an ex
citing experiment on high speed data 
communications by satellite. The ex
periment will involve the Rutherford 
Laboratory in the UK, DESY in Ger
many and Saclay in France as well as 
CERN and will be carried out together 
with the respective European PTT 
(posts and telecommunications) 
organisations. 

Called STELLA (Satellite Trans
mission Experiment Linking LAbo-
ratories), the project should be fully 
operational by 1979, when data from 
high energy physics experiments will 
be transmitted between the 
Laboratories using thç Orbital Test 
Satellite (OTS), the prototype com
munications satellite built by the Euro
pean Space Agency (ESA) which 
will be launched from Cape Kennedy. 

The aim is to demonstrate the pos
sibility of sending data between com
puters at speeds comparable to the 
data processing speeds of the com
puters themselves, and at extremely 

low error rates. Experience from STEL
LA could be valuable for industry and 
the PTTs by testing the behaviour of 
such communications links in practice. 
At the same time, high energy 
physicists will obtain valuable practical 
experience in the use of such links to 
improve communications between 
Laboratories collaborating in physics 
experiments. 

Already there has been considerable 
investment in satellite communica
tions in the USA and a system poten
tially involving hundreds of small 
ground stations for high-speed digital 
transmissions has recently been ap
proved. STELLA is the first European 
venture in this direction. We hope to 
carry a full account of the project in a 
future issue. 

CERN School 

The 1978 CERN School of Computing, 
organized in collaboration with the In
stitute for Nuclear Research Warsaw, 
will be held at Jadwisin, Poland from 
28 May to 10 June. It is intended for 
post graduate students and young 
research workers in physics or com
puter science from CERN Member 
States or collaborating Laboratories in 
Western Europe. The theme will be 
large scale data collection and proces
sing in high energy physics. Further in
formation from Mrs. Ingrid Barnett, 
Scientific Conference Secretariat, 
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, 
Switzerland. 
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DESIGN ENGINEERS 

LeCroy Research Sys tems SA has 
several cha l l eng ing pos i t ions ava i l 
able in i ts n e w l y f o r m e d European 
P roduc ts Div is ion fo r ind iv idua ls 
qua l i f ied to lead p roduc t g roups in 
des ign , d e v e l o p m e n t and m a n u f a c 
tu re of nuc lear e lec t ron ics fo r t he 
European research p r o g r a m . C a n 
d ida tes shou ld have exper ience in 
h igh speed ana log and d ig i ta l des ign 
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lity for accelerator development and improve
ment , as wel l as a leading role in the long range 
evolut ion of laboratory capabil i ty in higher energy 
and duty factors. 
Appl icants should be able to evaluate and gener
ate accelerator recirculat ion schemes, including 
all aspects of magneto opt ics and r.f. beam 
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accelerator physics also necessary. 
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GOT MULTIWIRE PROPORTIONAL CHAMBERS? 
Save the pain of designing your own read-out system ! 

Here is the answer f rom european semiconductor industry ! 

MONOLITHIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
associated to a fast, compact and powerful CAMAC system 

ALREADY ! 
• FILAS PMOS 8-channel I.C. 
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• 3 mV min. threshold on 6 KQ 
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• Strobe pulse: 90 ns 
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about $ 15 per system channel 
• 3 0 0 0 0 channels to be used 
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MORE, NOW ! 
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Do consult us for data sheets, application reports, delivery t ime, prices or any information you 
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Débitmètres 
GEC-EIIiott, Rotameter Works, Croydon 
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Oerlikonerstrasse 88 
tél. 01 /4640 40 

vorm. WISMER AG 8057 Zurich 

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory of the University of 
California and the S tan ford Linear Acce lera tor Center , 
sponsors of 

PEP 

the Positron-Electron Colliding-Beam Storage Ring Project 
at Stanford, California, invite applications for the following 
engineering positions in the design and construction of ap
paratus to support the planned experimental physics 
program : 

— Mechanica l Engineers experienced in the design of 
magnets, magnetic detectors, cryogenic or supercon
ducting systems, particle detectors, high vacuum 
equipment and systems. 

— Electronic Engineers experienced in the design of 
electronics circuits and data acquisition systems for 
detectors such as scintillation hodoscopes, multiwire 
proportional and drift chambers, and shower counter 
and calorimeter arrays. 

These are career positions, but requests for term appoint
ments will be considered. Starting salaries will be commen
surate with qualifications and experience. Assistance in 
relocating can be provided. 

For employment application forms or for further informa
tion, contact: 

Herbert Renner 
SLAC Employment Office 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, California 94305 
U.S.A. 

This work is supported by the U.S. Energy Research and 
Development Agency. 
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Gapbag 

Ein vollstàndiges Sortiment 
von Gasen und Gasgemischen 

fur die Schweisstechnik 

Un choix complet 
de gaz et mélanges de gaz 

pour la technique de soudage 

• Sauerstoff 
Oxygène 
(Ot) 

• Azetylen-Dissous 
Acétylène-dissous 
(C 2H 2) 

• Kohiendîoxyd 
Acide carbonique 
(CO* «S») 

• Argon 
(Ar) 

• Argongemische 
Mélanges d'argon 

• Carmig 
(Ar/C0 2 - Ar /C0 2 /0 2 ) 

• Carmox 
(Ar /Ot) 

• Carbac 
(Ar/H 2 - Ar/He) 

• Carinox 
(Ar/He/C0 2/H 2) 

• Helium 



17.5-Tesla magnet from IGC 
sets world's record. 

Using a unique modular approach to magnet PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS -
design, Intermagnetics General Corporation RECENT IGC MAGNETS 

(IGC) has advanced the state-of-the-art in Field Cold Homogeneity 

superconducting magnets from 10 Tesla in Institute 
Strength 
(Tesla) 

Bore 
(mm) 

in 1 cm 
sphere 

1965 to the current world's record of National Research 
17.5 Tesla. Institute for Metals 

Tsukuba,Japan 17.5 30 10 3 

The "record" magnet, commissioned by the and 13.5 160 10 3 

Japanese National Research Institute for Lebedev Institute 
Metals, uses a combination of Nb 3 Sn Moscow, U.S.S.R. 16.6 40 10 4 

tape (manufactured exclusively by IGC) Oxford University 
16.5 25.7 2 x l 0 - 3 

and V 3Ga tape (manufactured by Vacuum England 16.5 25.7 2 x l 0 - 3 

Metallurgical Co. Ltd. of Tokyo). By Ministry of 
Electrotechnical 

extending this approach, IGC believes that the Industry 
goal of producing 20 Tesla in a supercon Moscow, U.S.S.R. 15.5 52 IO- 3 

ducting magnet is now technically attainable. International ducting magnet is now technically attainable. 
Laboratory for High 

This is one more reason to rely on the one Energy Physics 
Wroclaw, Poland 15.4 32 l u " 3 

company with across-the-board capability 
Energy Physics 
Wroclaw, Poland 15.4 32 l u " 3 

in superconducting materials, ultrahigh Institute for Solid 
State Physics 

field magnets, and complete turnkey Tokyo,Japan 15.3 32 l u ' 3 

systems including helium liquefiers . . . IGC. University of 
For more information, write or call: Lausanne 

Switzerland 15.0 46 5x10-* 
Paul Swartz, Vice President Naval Research 

of Marketing and Sales Laboratory 
Washington, D C 15.0 86.4 10-4 

Charles Park, Guilderland, New York 12084. 
Laboratory 
Washington, D C 15.0 86.4 10-4 

Telephone: (518) 456-5456. University of 
Campinas 

TWX No. (710) 441-8238. Brazil 15.0 54 lu" 3 

« IHTERinnBIIETIOI ' 
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WES CAMAC TEAM 
KARL WEHRMANN SPALDINGSTR. 74 2000 HAMBURG 1 TEL. 0 4 0 / 2 4 1 5 11 TLX 2 1 6 3 0 4 3 

CAM AC-CRATES 200-500 W 

• CERN COMPATIBLE, PLUGABLE 
POWER BOX 

• PLUGABLE FAN UNIT 

• DISPLAY SHOWS: STATUS, FAN 
FAILURE, OVERLOAD, OVERHEAT 

• CURRENT/VOLTAGE DISPLAY 

• SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION 

• COMPUTER MONITORING PLUG 

• THREE 500 W-VERSIONS 

For detailed technical and price information please contact WES and ask for catalog 9/76 

WES-CAMAC-TEAM 
represented in Switzerland by 

CANBERRA-STOLZ AG Belikoner Str. 218 CH-8967 Widen-Mutschellen Telefon 057/54078 Telex 54070 

For your 
^^^^^^^^^ 

VACUUMSCHMELZE 

VACRYFLUX 
up to io t VACRYFLUX 5 0 0 1 
NbTi-multifilament superconductors : 
Monolitic wires in different sizes and fully transposed multistrand cables 
with round and rectangular shape 

Current capacities 100-50.000 A at 5T 

Single core superconductors with copper and copper nickel substrate 
for high homogeneity magnets 

Inexcessof 1 0 T VACRYFLUX N S 
Solid diffusion copper tin niobum base multifilament superconductors 

V A C U U M S C H M E L Z E G M B H 
GrunerWeg37 D-6450Hanau • Cable Address: Vacuum Hanau • Telex:04184 863 • Tel.: (06181) 362-1 

S-6 
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Hit** 

BDN-DS 
Alimentation 
à découpage 

secteur 
• 5 V - 25 A dans un volume de 2 dm 3 

• Réserve d'énergie* 
• Possibilité d'une faible résiduelle* 

*par adjonction d'un condensateur extérieur. 

Nos gammes d'alimentations 
couvrent les besoins de 2,5 V à 3.400 V 

et de 0,05 A à 100 A. 

S A P H Y M O - S T E L 
Filiale THOMSON-CSF. 

DIVISION ELECTRONIQUE 
27-29 AVENUE CARNOT / BP. 53 / 91301 MASSY 

TÉL. (1) 920 84.71 / TÉLEX : TCSF 204780 F 

Hard ware 
and 
Soft ware 

Vacuum pumps 
and industrial processing 

PFEIFFER rotary vane 
pumps and accessories 

have been designed with 
practical considerations 

in mind. They operate re
liably in the coarse and 
medium vacuum range. 
When selecting the cor
rect pump it is not only 
the pressure but the in

dustrial process which is 
essential for the combina

tion of pump and acces
sories. PFEIFFER rotary 
vane pumps can meet all 

requirements: 
• remote monitoring of 
operation • protected va
cuum section in the event 
of a power failure • re
starting without prob
lems • compensation of 
the oil mist produced in 
the high pressure range • 
continuous purification 
of the oil • pumping of 
aggressive media and 
dust-contaminated gases 
• no backstreaming of 
hydrocarbons. 

3 
o o 
00 
CL 

ARTHUR PFEIFFER 
Vakuumtechnik Wetzlar GmbH 

Emmeliusstrasse 33 - P.O. Box 1280 
D-634 Asslar 

Tel.: 06441 - 802-1 - Telex: 483 859 
PFEIFFER rotary vane pumps for modern process engineering 

3 0 1 



LAIR LIQUIDE 

THE LEADING EUROPEAN MANUFACTURER 
OF CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT 

Q 
divi/ion matériel cryogénique 

5 7 , avenue Carnot 94500 Champigny/M. France 
Tel: 880.80.80-Télex : AL CH 230884 F 
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Using Our C A M AC Microcomputers.. . 

We supply a complete line of microcomputer modules, related CAMAC products and software. 

3880 Microcomputer Module — 8080A-based wi th ful l serial and parallel I/O, 16 levels of interrupt, real-time clock, 4K words of 

RAM and up to 4K words of PROM. Includes a Monitor and Test CAMAC program in PROM. 

3816 Memory Expansion Module - Expands 3880 memory by up to 16K words of RAM and 16K words of PROM. 

3908 Crate Controller — Used wi th 3880; Q-scan, Q-stop block transfers are provided. One 3880 supports up to seven 3908's. 

3909 Auxil iary Crate Controller — Used wi th 3880 and a main crate controller (Type A-2, L-2, etc.) for remote intelligence. 

3981 Auxil iary Crate Controller — Combines 8080A-based microcomputer and crate controller in a single-width module. 

3953 Auxil iary Controller Adapter — Used to operate auxiliary crate controllers wi thout a main crate controller. 

3821 RAM Memory Module — Has 4096 24-bit words of memory. For communication between main and auxiliary controllers. 

3090 PROM Programmer Module - Programs UV-eraseable PROM's in 3880 crate or in any other CAMAC crate. 

8001 Test CAMAC System — Microcomputer, crate controller, test modules, rack-mounted crate, I/O terminal and software. 

Software — PROM's 6001 to 6009 to provide everything from a system monitor to an extensive CAMAC debug program. 

Please contact us for additional information. 

frîsv> Kinetic Systems International S.A. 
6 Chemin de Tavernay * 1218 Geneva, Switzerland * Tel. (022) 98 44 45 * Telex 28 9622 

KineticSystems Corporation * 11 Maryknoll Drive * Lockport, Illinois 60441 * Tel. 815 838 0005 * TWX 910 638 2831 
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Litton "MRAC" connectors 
a guarantee of safety through advanced engineering 

Do you know 
the MR AC range of . 

s tu rdy rectangular connec 
to rs w i t h the i r in terchangeable 

con tac ts ? 
They are in use all over the w o r l d , and 

are h ighly regarded for the i r per fo rmance 
character is t ics. 

• Thei r h igh s tandard of pe r fo rmance dur ing use and 
the i r rel iabi l i ty are the resul t of uns t in ted ef for ts to achieve 

an op t ima l des ign based on pract ica l exper ience. 
Cr imp, solder, m in i -w rap or w r a p con tac ts , in terchangeable 

at your choice, provide a c lean and rat ional so lu t ion t o your connec t ion 
p rob lems. 

• They are ideal for a great many appl icat ions, and are avai lable in var ious sizes, 
w i t h a n u m b e r of pins ranging f r om 7 t o 104. 
Ask for fu r ther deta i ls of th is l ine and of the o ther types o f connec to r in the 
LITTON p r o g r a m m e . 

Don't settle for less — Choose MRAC 

Litton 

LITTON PRECISION PRODUCTS 
Gubelstrasse 28,8050 Zurich, Telefon 01 483544 

Telex 54905 

FOR PARTICLES PHYSICS 
AN IMPROVED RESOLUTION 
OF LEAD GLASS ŒRINKOV 

GAMMA DETECTORS W I T H T H E 

NEW SOVIREL"CEREN" GLASSES 
• from 1 7 to 4 3 mm radiation length 
m transmission optimized 

high performance/cost ratio 
reliable worldwide service 

For Information please call: 

SOVIREL 
Département Optique 
90, rue Baudin - 92306 Levallois-Perret - France 
Tél. : 739.96.40 - Télex : 620014 SOVIVER LVALL 

for the U.S.A.: Corning Glass Works 
Optical Materials - P.O.B. 2000 
C O R N I N G N.Y. 14830/Phone: (607) 974.76.10 

o 
o 
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RICO-Gouttières à câbles 
Chemins de câbles 

Eléments fabriqués en série, disponibles 
de stock, prêts à être assemblés selon le principe 
de la boîte de construction, permettent 
des gains de temps importants dans 
l'établissement des plans, dans les 
bureaux d'études, sur le chantier et à l'atelier. 

RIETH & Co. 
Fabr ikfùr Eisenkonstruktionen 
D-7312 Kirchheim-Teck 
Tel. (07021) 4 5 0 5 1 
Telex 07267881 

Max Bânninger AG 
8050 Zurich 
Nansenstr. 1 
Tel. 1 /46 36 42 

_ m J l rue Caroline 2 021/23 7862 

VECTURSA 1003 LAUSANNE 

charge 
amplifiers for 
proportional 

wire chambers 
• High sensitivity (250 mV/picocoulomb) 

• Low noise (0,004 picocoulomb) 
• Variable shaping time 

• Available in three versions 
(2 for cathodes, 1 for anodes) 

• Thick film technology 
• Two channels per module 

• Low price 

Full detai ls f r o m : • 
CIT ALCATEL 

Microe lec t ron ics Division 

13, rue Périer 92120 Montrouge (France) 
Phone: (1) 657 12 70 - Telex 270014 F ! 



m METAUX PRECIEUX I 

High-pur i ty precious meta ls 

Evaporat ion discs (5N) 

Au , Pt and Pd targets (5N) 

Pt-PtRh precision thermo-coup les , suppl ied 
w i t h a guarantee or cal ibrat ion cert i f icate 

Min ia ture PtCo magnets , made to measure 

Electrical contact materials 

Please ask our technical advisers for fur ther detai ls 

MÉTAUX PRÉCIEUX SA 
2, Av. du Vignoble 
CH-2000 Neuchâtel 9 

7, Bvd du Théâtre 
CH-1211 Genève 11 

1 9, Lôwenstrasse 
CH-8039 Zurich 

Telephone 

0 3 8 - 2 1 2 1 51 

Telex 

35101 
35401 
3 5 4 0 3 

022-21 63 77 

0 1 - 2 1 1 8 1 2 0 57783 

ULTRASONIC CLEANING EQUIPMENT 
Compact units 
Proven, top-quality products, of the 
most advanced design, at affordable 
prices. 

" 0.2 to 28 
litres 
capacity. 

— Frequency 35kHz 
— Simple to 

operate 
— High wattage per 

litre capacity 
— Stainless steel tank coated internally 

to withstand cavitational damage 

Thoroughly cleans : 
oil filters, strainers, heald shafts, nozzles, instruments, 
counters, precision engineering components, polished 

relays, 
items. 

For LARGE-SCALE INSTALLATIONS : 
modular generators (modules 
interchangeable within minutes) 
and immersed oscillator. 

M. SCHERRER AG, CH-9500 WIL/SG 
Gallusstrasse 41 (Switzerland) Phone (073 )223476 

Y o u t o o should make use of our 
Know-How in the field of 

Light Structures Technology! 
Our experience for decades: 

•structures made of fibre reinforced synthetic materials 
• f ibre reinforced synthetic foams 

•bonding technique «sandwich plates «structures 

Contact: C o n t r a v e s A G , Schaffhauserstr. 580 , CH-8052 Zurich 
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It S a tight squeeze, 
but no jam! 

Compression 
Ferrule Unions 

The SERTO tube union is exceptionally simple and reliable. 
Even first assembly itself is easy: just cut the tube off, push it 
in the union, and screw tight. The job is done! 

Nothing can go wrong, even if there is a 
hitch somewhere else. 
As the union nut is tightened, the ferrule is so 
compressed that it squeezes a neck in the 
tube, without damaging it. This affords a 
tight connection, even under heavy vibra
tion, pressure surges or temperature fluc
tuation. A 'tight squeeze' is not necessarily 
a 'jam'. 
Every SERTO connection is a butt connec
tion, and radially removable. This simplifies 
everything and ensures no jamming, even 

J n the most confined space. 

G R E S S E L A G C H - 8 3 5 5 A A D O R F 
phone 052/47 26 21 telex 7 64 36 gress 

TE-102TS 

PHOTON-BY-PHOTON 
counting means very low light levels. And that's precisely what 
these photomultiplier tube housings from Products for Research 
provide. An excellent assist to extreme low light-level detection 
with maximum dark current reduction. Continuous, gain-stable, 
frost-free operation. Automatic temperature stabilization in the 
case of thermoelectric models with TS designation. 
Water-cooled Models TE-104TS (end-window tubes) and 
TE-177TS and TE-146TS (side-window tubes) are best for lab 
use. All models have interchangeable tube sockets for 
optimum convenience. 
Improving PMT performance is our only concern at Products for 
Research. And we have both standard and custom chambers for 
virtually every PM tube operation — cooled and uncooled. We're 
ready to help you count the light fantastic. Complete catalog 
by return mail. 

Products for Research, Inc. 
78 Holten St. • Danvers, Mass. 01923 • (617) 774-3250 
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• N E T 

Un groupe de niveau européen 
dans 
la prestation de services 
Nettoyage industriel 
Nettoyage d'ateliers, bureaux, laboratoires, cliniques 

Hygiène, désinfection, désinsectisation, dératisation 

Manutentions 

Office nouveau du nettoyage ON ET 
13008-MARSEILLE 12 bis, boulevard Pèbre tél. (91) 732850 
75-PARIS 4 et 6, rue du Buisson-Saint-Louis-X e tél. (1) 2081557 
GENÈVE 55/57, rue Prévost-Martin tél. (022) 20 6848 
74-ANNECY 6, avenue de Mandallaz tél. (50) 514641 
01 -SAINT-GENIS Route de Gex - zi BP 25 tél. (50) 411207 

Fournisseur du CERN à Genève, du CEA à Marcoule, Pierrelatte, Cadarache, 
La Hague, de l'ONU et de l'UlT à Genève. 

A n g s t + P f i s t e r jp 
VOUS PRÉSENTE UN EXTRAIT DE SON PROGRAMME DE VENTE 

• MATIÈRES PLASTIQUES 
Lubrif lon-PTFE, Ertalon, Ertacetal, Eltf lon pour appl icat ions électroniques 

• POLYPLATE PROCESSING 
Condensateurs,cônes d 'antennes, substrates 

• TUYAUX FLEXIBLES 
pour basse, moyenne et haute pression, types spéciaux avec capacité 
de résistance aux radiations — fluide eau déminéral isée 

• ÉLÉMENTS DE TRANSMISSION 
Accoup lements élastiques, variateurs de vitesse, 
t ransmission par courroies ' t rapézoïdales et dentées, etc. 

• JOINTS D'ÉTANCHÉITÉ 
standard ou sur plans en tous matér iaux 

1219 GENÈVE-LE LIGNON TÉL.: 0 2 2 / 9 6 4 2 1 1 
ROUTE DU BOIS-DES-FRÈRES 52-54 TÉLEX: 22 675APG 

308 
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Top-level performances for VIP1 

from LABEN amplifiers 
LABEN RESEARCH AMPLIFIER MOD. 8340 

look through Mod. 8340 while operating: a very new concept in shaping 
allows true DC coupling between input and output, thus reducing DC 
restorer defects at very high counting rate; also available single or 
double integrated output pulse for normalization measurements, 
pile-up rejection and live-time correction 

MOD. 8340 
LABEN RESEARCH AMPLIFIER 

* very important physicists 

a wide choice of: 
• independent time constants 

for pulse shaping 
• gain range 
• output pulses 

. 0 0 

I I I I l — Q F I Via Bassini, 15 - 20133 Milano/ Italy 
• 1 1 1 ^ • ^ • • ^ Telephone: 2365551 

LABEN DIVISION Cable address: LABEN-MILANO/ Telex: 33451 
monTEOison 
SISTEffll 
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II 
v e l o p p e m e n t s i n t e n s n 

Fréquencemètres universels série 2710/11 
pilotés par microprocesseurs 

Nouvelle génération de fréquencemètres à la fois per
formants et simples d'emploi. 

Plages de fréquence 120 et 520 MHz • mesures effec
tuées par la méthode réciproque • périodemètre et 
chronomètre avec résolution 10 ns • mesure de 
phase de 0,5 Hz à 1 MHz avec résolution 0,1° • trois 
oscillateurs de référence • interface système (IEC) 
pour programmation et traitement des informations 

1 

MÊJÊÊÊÊi 

Deux voltmètres inhabituels avec traite
ment «on line» des valeurs mesurées 

De nouveaux horizons s'ouvrent grâce aux nouveaux 
voltmètres a microprocesseur modèles 7055 et 7065. 
Outre les fonctions voltmètres-ohmmètres, précises 
et rapides, ces appareils permettent le traitement 
«on line» de 8 programmes et 16 présentations des 
résultats 
• 3 fonctions de mesure DC, AC, Ohm 
• longueur d'échelle à choix (3 x 9 à 6 x 9) 
• haute précision et linéarité 
• 43 mesures/sec avec affichage 5 x 9 
• 4 interfaces: binaire, BCD, RS 232, IEC 
• et en plus, un choix incomparable de traitements 

de l'information tels que: 
multiplication/division • % de déviation offset • 
quotient • maxima/minima • limites • statistiques 
• températures • horloge numérique, etc. 

Pour en connaître davantage sur ces appareils euro
péens, demandez-nous une démonstration ou l'envoi 
d'une documentation détaillée. 

BHi 

4 : 
WÊKÊÊKÊmÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊKm 

8040 Zurich 

• H H | 
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Schlumberger 
- -

S c h l u m b e r g e r M e s s g e r â t e A G 

• H l i 
r 

0„ . „̂ „. . Jk,„ JL - . - , „ , . ^t. ..J*..- - . ._«ja...- Jb... . ..-4 
Badenerstrasse 333, Telefon 01/5288 80 1007 Lausanne, 16 chemin du Reposoir, téléphone 021/27 7718 
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A New Security Concept 
2 different solutions by DOM safety technology for 
entry control, which are capable of being combined 
with one another: 

1) Electro-magnetic Switch and Bolt Lock 
mechanical locking of doors and containers, at the 
same time remote control of alarm and surveillance 
systems with regard to their being functionally intact, 
.ie. in operation as well as remote control of such 
security installations. 

2) PARTNER Keys 
DOM cylinder locks in the DOM-ix turn key system 
with 10 pin tumblers, which are prepared for these 
keys, they can only be operated simultaneously by 
means of both halves of the key, Partner key 1 + 2, 
so that only two persons with the right of entry can 
enter together. 

Further detailed information and advice (no obli
gation - on a postcard please); Key-word: "ENTRY 
CONTROL" from: 

DOM -S icherhe i ts technik 
Postbox 149 • D 504 Bruhl 
Tel. 02232/4161 • Telex 8886309 

D O M AG -Sicherhei ts technik 
Breite Str. 1 • CH 8852 Altendorf 
Tel. 055/631886 • Telex 75785 



C o n n e c t o r s w i t h C E R A M I C i n s u l a t i n g m a t e r i a l 

r e s i s t a n t t o r a d i a t i o n a n d t o h i g h t e m p e r a t u r e s 

S + D 1051 
19 PINS 

Connectors wi th ceramic insulat ing material 
are exist ing now in fo l lowing vers ions: 

— coaxial 
— coaxial for high voltage 
— biaxial 

— mul t ip le : 2, 3, 4, 5,10,19 and 48 pins 

CONTACT BLOCK 
48 PINS 

W . W . PDSCHER 
CH -1143 Apples 

Pat. pend. 

Téléphone (021) 77 3711 
Té lex : 24 259 f isch - ch 

Régulateurs de tempéra ture 
électroniques 
E.492A/E.492AP 
pour capteurs Pt. 100 Q 

P r é c i s i o n : ± 1 % o u ± 1 ° C 

C o m m u t a t i o n d i f f é r e n t i e l l e r é g l a b l e e n t r e 0 , 5 e t 5 ° C 

M o d è l e s l i v r a b l e s p o u r d i v e r s e s p l a g e s c o u r a n t e s 

P o t e n t i o m è t r e d e v a l e u r d e c o n s i g n e e t i n d i c a t e u r d e 

v a l e u r e f f e c t i v e m o n t a b l e s s é p a r é m e n t 

N o m b r e u s e s p o s s i b i l i t é s d e c o m b i n a i s o n d e s é l é m e n t s 

Roth + Co. S.A. 
9 2 4 4 N i e d e r u z w i l S G S u i s s e 

A p p a r e i l s d e r é g u l a t i o n 

e t d e c o m m a n d e 

T é l . 0 7 3 5 1 6 8 6 8 

T é l e x 7 7 3 2 1 

LeCroy's Model 2228A establishes 
the new state-of-the-art in mul
t ip le- input nanosecond t ime 
measurement. The densely pack
aged 2228A offers 8 independent 
11-bit TDC's operating over full-
scale ranges selectable from 100 
nsec to 5 /isec. This permits per 
count resolution as low as 50 psec, 
suitable both for precise Time-
of-Flight and Drift Chamber ap
plications. In addition, conversion 
may be quickly aborted, permitting 
immediate readiness to accept a 
subsequent event. 
For applications where fast data 
readout is necessary, a switch-
selectable readout mode allows 
the 2228A to be used with a 
special crate controller to read 
out only the channels containing 
valid data. Also, both conversion 
slope and the full-scale time are 
side-panel adjustable, permitting 
fine calibration and user-selection 
of conversion time. 

For complete technical data and 
pricing information, call or write 
your local LeCroy Sales Office 
or circle the number below on 
the Reader's Service Card. 

LeCroy 
RESEARCH SYSTEMS + 

LeCROY RESEARCH SYSTEMS CORP.; 700 S. 
Main; Spring Valley, N.Y. 10977, U.S.A.; (914) 425-
2000; TWX: 710-577-2832 • LeCROY RESEARCH 
SYSTEMS/FAR WEST; 1 First St.; Los Altos, Cal. 
94022 • LeCROY RESEARCH SYSTEMS SA; 81 
Avenue Louis-Casai; 1216 Cointrin-Geneva, Swit
zerland • LeCROY RESEARCH SYSTEMS LTD. 
74 High Street; Wheatley, Oxfordshire OX9 1XP, 
U.K. • LeCROY RESEARCH SYSTEMS G.m.b.H 
Treitschkestrasse 3; 6900 Heidelberg; W. Germany. 



SERV0G0R200 
ilefurSie 

Ein- und Zweikanalausfuhrung, Schreibbreite 250 mm, Einstellzeit 0,5 sec 
Netzversorgung oder Netz- und Gleichstromversorgung 12 V 
MeBbereiche 1 mV bis 10 V~, wahlweise mit MeGwertfolgeausgang 
Papiervorschub mit Schrittmotorantrieb 1 mm/min bis 240 mm/min 

GOERZ ELECTRO Ges.m.b.H. 
Elektrische MeBgeràte 
A-1101 Wien, Sonnleithnergasse 5 
Tel. 64 36 66, Telex 1-3161 
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Save time, money and anxiety 
with EIM AC'S 100 kV, 

long pulse switch tube. 
ElMAC's new X-2062J 
ceramic-metal tetrode switch 
tube is admirably suited to the 
tough service involved in high 
voltage, high current, long pulse 
operation. 

Look over these outstanding 
features: 
1. High holdoff voltages—in 

excess of 100 kV. 
2. High pulse current—85 am

peres at a pulse duration up to 
one second. 

3. Low internal tube drop at 
maximum current—about 
2 kV. An ideal modulator. 

4. Pulse rise and fall time easily 
adjusted. No deionization time 
to frustrate you. 

5. Minimum sensitivity to load 
changes. Short or open 
circuit? High reactance? 
The X-2062J accepts these 
burdens in stride. 

6. Fully responsive to load arcs. 
Rapid turn off time. 

7. Fully effective as a combina
tion modulator and regulator 
where high plate voltage is 
required. 

Interested in this state-of-the-art 
switch and regulator tube for 
controlling neutral beams, 
megawatt radars or similar tough 
applications? Contact Varian, 
El MAC Division, 301 Industrial 
Way, San Carlos, California 
94070. Telephone (415) 592-1221. 
Or contact any of the more 
than 30 Varian Electron Device 
Group Sales Offices throughout 
the world. 
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S E N is back with 
T H E R E D LINE 

F E - N I M m o d u l e s 
This month, w e introduce the heart of the range: 

F A S T D I S C R I M I N A T O R S 
FD254 

8 channel Updating 
FD255 

16 channel Updating 

— 100 MHz updating operations 
— zero dead-time 200 MHz fast veto 
— improved temperature stabil i ty 
— designed for ease of maintenance uses standard components 
— eccellent sharpness, even at < 30mV threshold 

input 
threshold 

threshold 
moni tor 
output 

w id th 

fast veto 
double pulse 
resolution 
max. freq. 
I/O delay 
t ime slewing 

1 per channel 
f rom < 30mV to - 1V common for 8 channels 
screwdriver adjustable 

10 x threshold, accuracy ± 1% 
3 per channel (FD 254) 1 per channel, driving one 
or two outputs using the LEMO FY/00-250 new 
adapter. (FD 255) 
f rom < 5ns to > 40ns screwdriver adjustable 
rise t ime : < 2ns 
fall t ime : < 2ns (2 outputs loaded) 
1 per 8 channel zero dead-time 

< 10ns 
100 MHz (200MHz input) 
< 15ns 
< 1 ns for 10% to 100% overdrive 
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E L E C T R O N I Q U E 

France: 0RTEC Sari; 7, rue des Solets; Tel. (1) 687 25 71 - Tlx 202553F, F - 94 - RUNGIS - Germany: SEN ELEKTR0NIK GmbH 
Postfach 223; Tel. 04 103 62 82 - Tlx 2189 548d, D - 2000 - WEDEL - DIDAS Digital Data System; Radspielstrasse 8 
Tel. 089 91 67 10 - Tlx 529 167d - D - 8000 MUENCHEN 81 - Switzerland: SEN ELECTRONIQUE SA.; CP 39 
Tel. (022)44 29 40 - Tlx 23359ch - CH - 1211 GENEVE 13 - SEN E L E K T R 0 N I K AG; Austrasse 4; Tel. (01) 945 51 03, 
Tlx 58257ch - CH - 8604 VOLKETSWIL - United Kingdom: SEN ELECTRONICS LTD; London Street; Chertsey;Tel, 
9328.66744 - GB - KT168AP SURREY. - OFFICES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 
Headquarters: SEN ELECTRONIQUE S.A.; Avenue Ernest Pictet 3 1 ; Tel (022) 44 29 40 - Tlx 23359ch - CH 1211 GENEVE 13. 
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